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Tensegrity systems have been proposed as both the medium of haptic perception and the functional
architecture of motor coordination in animals. However, a full working model integrating those two
aspects with some form of neural implementation is still lacking. A basic two-dimensional crosstensegrity plant is designed and its mechanics simulated. The plant is coupled to a Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN). The model’s task is to maintain postural balance against gravity despite the intrinsically
unstable configuration of the plant. The RNN takes only proprioceptive input about the springs’ lengths
and rate of length change and outputs minimum lengths for each spring which modulates their interaction
with the plant’s inertial kinetics. Four artificial agents are evolved to coordinate the patterns of spring
contractions in order to maintain dynamic equilibrium. A first study assesses quiet standing performance
and reveals coordinative patterns between the tensegrity rods akin to humans’ strategy of anti-phase hipankle relative phase. The agents show a mixture of periodic and aperiodic trajectories of their Center of
Mass. Moreover, the agents seem to tune to the anticipatory “time-to-balance” quantity in order to
maintain their movements within a region of reversibility. A second study perturbs the systems with
mechanical platform shifts and sensorimotor degradation. The agents’ response to the mechanical
perturbation is robust. Dimensionality analysis of the RNNs’ unit activations reveals a pattern of degree
of freedom recruitment after perturbation. In the degradation sub-study, different levels of noise are added
to the RNN inputs and different levels of weakening gain are applied to the forces generated by the
springs to mimic haptic degradation and muscular weakening in elderly humans. As expected, the systems
perform less well, falling earlier than without the insults. However, the same systems re-evolved again
under the degraded conditions see significant functional recovery. Overall, the dissertation supports the
plausibility of RNN cum tensegrity models of haptics-guided postural coordination in humans.
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Introduction: Dynamic coupling of Nervous System-Body-Environment
through lawful information
Background
The fundamental property of living systems at all scales is their adaptive interactivity
with their surroundings. Adaptivity implies negotiating physical and informational
constraints in a prospective manner (Godfrey-Smith, 1996; Turvey & Carello, 2012). As
Nikolai Bernstein put it, adapting a famous dictum by Francis Bacon, motus parendo
vincitur (Bernstein, 1935, p. 81). Behavior is embedded in and exploits (or "obeys")
intrinsic bodily dynamics as well as fields of inertial forces and gravity. Balance must
therefore be maintained in a variety of activities from the mundane (walking, standing)
to the highly skilled (ballet, gymnastics). The region of reversibility refers to a
dynamical postural configuration space that remains in balance despite movements,
perturbations, and so on, that deflect stance from upright (Carello, Turvey, & Kugler,
1985; Fitch, Tuller, & Turvey, 1982; Riccio & Stoffregen, 1988). A central goal in the
study of postural coordination is understanding how humans tune themselves to
information specifying how to stay within manageable balance boundaries. It is,
therefore, very much a problem of both perception and action.
According to ecological theory, perception and action are two processes entangled like
two sides of a Moebius band (Turvey, 2004, 2007; Vaz, Silva, Mancini, Carello, &
Kinsella-Shaw, 2017). This insight goes back to James J. Gibson’s thesis about the
reciprocity of movement and information (Gibson, 1950, 1979; Michaels & Carello,
1981). In a nutshell, self-generated movement entails information specific to the
movement itself, which in turn modulates the movement, and so forth continuously.
Gibson (1966) went further and argued that because of this fact and because of the
nature of living systems, perception is both direct and about affordances. Affordances
are the possibilities for action that objects and events in the world hold at any given
occasion for a given organism.
This has two crucial implications. First, affordances are intrinsically prospective, in
that possibilities are things that are either happening now or that can happen at time
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t+n when considered at time t. Second, as Gibson (1966) argued, the perception of
affordances requires a specific kind of system, viz. an attuned system. Attunement to
the information about affordances is what makes direct perception and prospectivity
possible. A sound theory of attunement compatible with Gibson’s ecological approach
has been sought in non-linear dynamical systems. To be attuned is to be poised to
engage in a set of end-directed behaviors, conceptualized as attractors, compatible with
the layout of affordances given the structure of energy distributions in a given context
(Wallot & Van Orden, 2012; Warren Jr, 2006). An attuned system is set up so that
information is experienced and has the potential effect of a gradient linking the system’s
current state to the kinematic trajectories that would take it towards an end-state.
Intentionality thus effects—selects—one of those trajectories by coupling the gradient to
the coordinated release of forces (Shaw & Kinsella-Shaw, 1988).
According to Gibson (1966), attunement is a property of perceptual systems taken
holistically. Perceptual systems comprise the nervous system (when available) but also
the nested sensors and effectors across the body. Therefore, an ecological theory of
perception and action must be supported by an implementation model of the system in
which attunement is spread throughout the body whether a nervous system is available
or not. One prominent candidate for such a paradigmatic model is tensegrity (Turvey &
Fonseca, 2009, 2014). Basic tensegrity systems comprise rigid parts joined together by a
continuous network of tensile parts. Thus, the core feature of tensegrity is essentially
the Hookean spring, which embodies a (damped) harmonic oscillator through Newton’s
second law of motion. Because of its direct link between state and tension, where a
given displacement from the resting length is instantly accompanied by a tension
opposing the displacement, the Hookean spring embodies a prototypical form of
perception-action entanglement and poisedness. As argued in (Fultot, 2016), the springs
parameters, minimal length, stiffness, damping, etc., can be tuned so as to accomplish
functions that directly link state to action with equifinality. A spring’s world is made of
tensions, not lengths. Tensegrities are higher-order combinations of springs and
therefore have the potential to support much more complex forms of entanglement
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(Silva, Fonseca, & Turvey, 2010).
However, pure tensegrity systems lack three things as full models of perception-action.
First, because they are damped, they require external injections of energy. Second,
tensegrity systems are fundamentally passive and fully determined by their prestress
and external force field—they cannot, by themselves, move in directions orthogonal to
the embedding gradients (Swenson, 1998). Third, in order to be able to do different
things a tensegrity must be able to change its prestress, i.e., it’s global pattern of
tension defined by the stiffness and resting length of each individual spring. In
organisms without nervous systems, this is achieved thanks to enzymatic action at the
level of the cytoskeleton (C. S. Chen & Ingber, 1999; Fultot, Frazier, Turvey, & Carello,
2019; Ingber, 2008). In organisms with nervous systems it is achieved thanks to
molecular action at the level of fascial tissue but also to direct and indirect couplings
between nervous and muscular tissue.

Choice of model
If tensegrity is taken as the model system, the next, question is what its task should be.
The present dissertation focuses on posture. According to Edward Reed, behavior is
essentially a pattern of transitions between postures. Actions nested in postures are
part of the posture and entire postures can be themselves actions (Reed, 1988).
Similarly, the lambda model or threshold control theory maintains that there is no real
distinction between behavior as a result of transitioning between postures and
maintaining a given posture once reached (Feldman & Levin, 2009). Gravity on earth
makes it so that certain postures are non-trivial for some organisms such as humans.
Indeed, in our case, the standard upright configuration which supports all essential
locomotory behaviors entails dynamics akin to that of the inverted pendulum and, as
such, the upright postural state is intrinsically unstable (Bardy, 2004). Because
locomotory as well as many supra-postural tasks depend on maintaining dynamic
stability of the upright posture in humans, the question how it is achieved is
fundamental. Furthermore, dynamic balance given a system with several degrees of
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freedom is non-trivial in that the shortest path from a global current state to the global
end state may not be decomposed into a sum of local shortest trajectories for each
degree of freedom towards their local end state. In other words, the value of some
variables may be required to be displaced against the local gradient towards the end
state transiently for the system as a whole to progress through a higher-order gradient.
This too constitutes a fundamental prospective quality.
In order to be both tractable and generic enough, an explanatory model of dynamical
postural balance that is compatible with the ecological approach and capable of
integrating tensegrity principles must be maximally simple and stop short of triviality.
Similarly, the coupled nervous system responsible for the changes in the tensegrity
mechanical plant that bring about the actions responsible for postural balance must be
both simple and compatible with the notion of attunement and prospectivity advanced
by the ecological approach and dynamical systems theory. Importantly, the choice of
sensory modality, viz. what information is available to the system, must make maximal
use of the properties of the mechanical plant/tensegrity body and be minimally
sufficient to warrant coordination without the need for additional modalities while
supporting higher-order properties, as highlighted by Gibson.

A Model: Planar cross-tensegrity and Recurrent Neural Network
Tensegrity
Tensegrity has already been used in the past 15 to 20 years by several researchers as
models of mechanical plants for behavior. In particular in robotics, tensegrity was used
to design mostly locomotory behavior, either in the form of rolling icosahedron
tensegrity (Iscen, Agogino, SunSpiral, & Tumer, 2013), swimming undulatory systems
(Bliss, Iwasaki, & Bart-Smith, 2012), or crawling, peristalsis-based forward motion
(Mirletz et al., 2015). To date, only one study tackled upright posture using tensegrity
design, where a physical model of a spine was used and controlled through artificial
neural oscillators. This model is interesting but too specifically tied to a particular
system (Melnyk & Pitti, 2018). Indeed, the design of the tensegrity plant closely
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matches that of an isolated vertebral column. Since no vertebral column acts
independently from limbs, however, it is unclear how such a model can be informative
of the actual functions of the vertebral column.
Materials. The simplest non-trivial unstable model for a tensegrity plant is the
planar (in a 2D environment or "planiverse") cross tensegrity (Skelton & de Oliveira,
2009, Figure 1). This system consists of two rods of equal length connected together by
four springs of equal and constant stiffnesses k but varying individual resting lengths λ.
There is no contact assumed between the rods nor the springs so the only mechanical
constraints are the springs, the ground, gravity and a hinge joint coupling the vertical
rod to the ground. Starting from a stable initial position where one rod is vertical and
the other is horizontal 1 , the system can be very easily tipped over by any perturbation.
Tipping over or falling is defined as the constraint used during the evolutionary
optimization, viz. when the hinged (vertical) rod is more than 0.55 radians away from
the vertical or if any of the unhinged (horizontal) rod’s anchors (the tips) touches the
ground. Keeping the X position of the Center Of Mass (henceforth COM ) at 0 is one
particular solution among the more general class of dynamical solutions where COM
can be away from 0 most of the time as long as counteracting forces are always present
to push it in the other direction (Bardy, Marin, Stoffregen, & Bootsma, 1999). In the
following sections we discuss the kinds of patterns which are capable of satisfying such
solution constraints.
The parameters defining the system are the following:
• Number of rigid rods: 2
• Number of elastic springs: 4 (connecting the 4 tips of the rods, also called anchors)
• Length of the rigid rods: 1m
• Width of the rigid rods: 25mm
1

There is actually not a single position in configuration space but a region of static stability or

"tolerance" where all velocities equal zero and the X position of the Center of Mass is zero (Riccio &
Stoffregen, 1988)
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• Mass of the rigid rods: 1Kg
• Stiffness k of all the springs (constant): 40
• Viscosity coefficient c of all springs (constant): 160
• Default minimal lengths of each spring: 0.4m
• Gravity G: 9.807 · m/s2
• COM : Overall Center of Mass x position of the entire system.
• θh : Hinged rod’s angle with respect to the vertical
• θu : Unhinged rod’s angle with respect to the horizontal
• θuCOM : Angle between the unhinged rod’s COM and the vertical
• Simulation update frequency: 240Hz.
The dynamics of each spring i are

Fi = −k(xi ) − c · ẋi
and




li

xi = 



0

− λi

if li > λi

(1)

otherwise

Where F is the force applied by the ith spring to both anchors on each of the connected
rods, k is the stiffness, c is the viscous damping coefficient, both kept constant and equal
for all springs, li is the current length of the ith spring, λi is the resting length of the ith
spring, and xi is the displacement from the resting length of the ith spring defined so
that springs are slack under the resting length and exert forces only beyond it. In order
to modulate the forces exerted by the springs, one can change the resting length λ as is
done in robotic applications of tensegrity systems (Iscen et al., 2013) and in line with
the λ model (Feldman, 2015). A smaller λ implies a stronger force given the same l.
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In this system, the only way to actuate the rods is through the springs. Passively they
can move the rods around, but in order for the system to be controlled intentionally, the
springs themselves need to be modulated.

Perceptual systems and neural networks
Instead of controlling torques or angles directly, the neural network can control, or
rather modulate, the tensegrity system in the foregoing manner indirectly through the
nonlinear dynamics of the interconnected elastic springs, which makes the problem
non-trivial. In return, the mechanical system offers rich passive dynamics and restoring
forces that can be exploited by the neural network, not only to help it with the efferent
aspect, but also with the afferent aspect (Caluwaerts & Schrauwen, 2011). As suggested
by Turvey and Fonseca (2014), the non-linear interconnectedness of tensegrity implies
that haptic local information at the level of any individual spring actually carries global
information about all the other springs and the rest of the system. In other words,
spring lengths and their velocities are an a priori higher-order, non-atomistic source of
information specific to the state of the entire system. According to Gibson’s insight,
perceptual systems are reciprocal structurally to information in that they too function
as higher-order, holistic, active systems. Hence, the perception does not need to
perform computations to “integrate”, “compare”, “complete” or do any other such
processing operation on information. However, to be fully Gibsonian, such information
must also be about affordances. In this case the system’s purpose is to balance itself,
hence the goal of the neural network is defined so as to attune itself to pick up the
haptic information available as information about what action, i.e., what resting length
value to assign the springs next.
Moreover, in order to stabilize performance vis-a-vis temporally distal intentions,
perception-action as a continuum must be prospective and adaptive in the face of initial
or transient conditions that do not coincide with the intention2 . Stepp and Turvey’s
2

It is important to stress that not all configurations away from balance can be corrected by active

control. Only a subspace of initial conditions contains trajectories that can restore balance by actively
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(2010) and Stepp (2012)’s use of the distinction between strong and weak anticipation
provides useful insight. When a system is required to anticipate another’s behavior it
can do so using an explicit model of the other system (weak) or by being coupled to it
and retaining time-delayed information from the past without the need for explicit
modeling (strong). Stepp has argued that Liquid State Machines may constitute a
proper neural implementation of strong anticipatory systems (Stepp, 2012).
In this dissertation, I use Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), which are functionally
germane to Liquid State Machines because a similar problem to tensegrity balance has
been successfully tackled in the past using them and because the way in which they
implement strong anticipation is quite transparent. Simple or Elman RNNs retain
delayed information in the form of a copy of their hidden states at t − 1 which they feed
again into their hidden states alongside current input at t. Nguyen and Widrow (1995)
developed an RNN to solve the paradigmatic cart-pole balance problem. The cart must
move right or left in order to keep the inverted pendulum upright. Treffner and Kelso
(1995) and Foo, Kelso, and De Guzman (2000) studied human pole balancing
performance and found attunement to a higher-order variable "time-to-balance", defined
as the ratio of pole angle to pole angular velocity. The planar cross-tensegrity problem is
formally similar in that the vertical rod is required to stay upright by moving the mass
of the horizontal rod right and left, except that direct forces cannot be applied as in the
case of the cart-pole, but only through λ-based spring tension modulation. This implies
more non-linearities, which translate at the level of the neural network architecture as
more units per layer, or, more efficiently, more layers and not necessarily more units.
RNN Architecture. The RNN takes as input a vector made of the standardized
lengths and velocities of the four springs as well as the angles and angular velocities of
the rods (Figure 02). Angular information is necessary to disambiguate between

changing resting lengths. Given the high dimensionality and non-linearity of the mechanical system,
establishing the boundaries of that subset analytically is not possible and counterproductive (Bardy et
al., 1999). Trial and error and intuition must be used at this stage to restrict the space of initial
conditions to manageable yet non-trivial situations.
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configurations in which the spring lengths are the same yet the tensegrity can be in
totally different states. In humans, angular information could be available at the level
of Achilles tendons as long as the foot is resting on a flat surface in a still gravitoinertial
field. Therefore, angular information can still be detected haptically, thereby keeping
the model minimalistic in sensory modalities and supporting Gibson’s thesis of the
richness of the stimulus. (It will have to be left to future work to include other
modalities, especially with respect to the higher-order patterns that comprise the
so-called global array (Stoffregen & Bardy, 2001)).
The output of the RNN is a new resting length λ for each spring, which in turn alters
the state of the mechanical system at the Next, time step once the new forces and
velocities have been integrated. By keeping time-delayed information about its past
internal state, the trained (i.e., attuned) RNN is expected to perform in a strong
anticipatory way with respect to its purpose. This implies that the trained RNN must
be tuned to information about the boundaries of region of reversibility (Carello et al.,
1985; Riccio & Stoffregen, 1988). Insofar as the shape of this region varies dynamically
with the activity of the system, it is quite possible that information about it take the
form of a pro-exterospecific higher-order variable akin to τ –time-to-contact– and its
time derivative (Foo et al., 2000; Lee, 1976). This means, crucially, that the system
should take trajectories from its current state to the goal state that do not minimize
action with respect to the intentional gradient. In other words, the system might
transiently move the vertical rod further away from the vertical position in order to
later on get closer to it.
The RNN consists of an input layer with 12 units, two recurrent layers of 16 units each,
and a regular output layer of 4 units (corresponding to λ). The 12 input units
correspond to the four spring lengths, the angles of both rods and their corresponding
velocities. The recurrent layers have a hyperbolic tangent, or tanh squashing function.
This was chosen because tanh can take unbounded standardized input, thereby allowing
high magnitude input values to more strongly drive the RNN’s internal states before
saturating to 1 or -1. The output layer has a sigmoid squashing function. This was
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chosen to keep the output λ values between 0 and 1 so that they don’t require
normalization in order to be used directly as values for the tensegrity’s springs. The
double recurrent layer was chosen a priori as a potential way for the system to be
sensitive to second order derivatives (e.g. τ̇ ) and found empirically to work very well.
Evolutionary algorithm. In a preliminary version, a supervised,
backpropagation-based training based on (Nguyen & Widrow, 1995) was used to obtain
adaptive systems. However, an evolutionary algorithm solution proved to be far superior
in terms of robustness of solutions and time of convergence. The evolutionary or genetic
method was heavily inspired by (Montana & Davis, 1989). In this method, a first batch
of 200 RNNs is created, each one with randomized weights for all its layers. The
weights are sampled from a normal distribution of mean = 0 and standard deviation =
0.2. The number 200 was chosen as the best compromise between diversity and parallel
computing power. The larger the number, the larger the explored space at each
iteration. However computational demands increase correspondingly. All 200 RNN’s are
tested by simulating 4 opposed initial conditions each for a total of 800 simulation:
• non-hinged rod tilted downwards, positioned to the left of the vertical
• non-hinged rod tilted upwards, positioned to the left of the vertical
• non-hinged rod tilted downwards, positioned to the right of the vertical
• non-hinged rod tilted upwards, positioned to the right of the vertical.
These initial conditions cover the possible configuration combinations of position and
angle that the system could encounter during performance. The mean duration staying
away from the state boundaries of all 4 simulation trials is computed for each RNN. A
simulation trial is interrupted if the absolute value of the hinged rod’s angle strays 0.55
radians away from the vertical or if any of the anchors in the unhinged rod touches the
ground.
After simulating all 4 trials in all 200 RNNs, the two RNN’s having produced the
longest average durations are saved, then their weight matrices are flattened out, i.e.,
reshaped as a one-dimensional array, and stacked as if they were genes on a
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chromosome, following the usual method in genetic algorithms. A random locus is
chosen where crossover takes place and a "child" RNN is made from the weights coming
from one parent before that locus and the weights coming from the other parent after
that locus, akin to chromosomal crossover. In addition, one weight out of ten is
mutated by adding to it a random number drawn from a normal distribution with mean
0 and standard deviation 0.075 (a little less than half the standard deviation of all the
weights in a freshly created RNN). 200 new "siblings" are created in this way from the 2
parents selected previously, and the 4 simulations are run for each sibling one more
time. This process is iterated until an RNN is found that can successfully last from each
initial condition 10000 timesteps at 240Hz3 , i.e., about 40 seconds (more or less in line
with quiet stance paradigms in humans.)
Once this milestone is reached, evolution proceeds one more time on the successful
candidate, although this time random perturbing impulse forces are added to its
environment. These are injected as a single discrete impulse every 80 time steps on one
of the 3 free tensegrity anchors (tips, the fourth one being constrained by a hinge)
chosen at random. The direction of the forces is random and their magnitude is
constant at 100 N. Once a candidate has been evolved that can last 10000 steps, it is
put through one last round of evolution which adds a constraint on energy expenditure.
The motivation for this is that animal muscular contraction is not a conservative
process but rather requires injection of metabolic resources for its production and
maintenance (Barclay, 2017). Thus, resetting λs should not be treated as free of cost
since it could lead to biologically implausible solutions (as were observed in preliminary
versions where high amplitude oscillations dominated).
In addition to biological fidelity, energy constraints on evolution can promote the
emergence of smoother and more anticipatory patterns. Indeed, if unconstrained force
magnitudes are allowed in the model, the volume of the region of reversibility is
increased dramatically, thereby promoting the emergence of purely reactive solutions
3

The physics simulation engine is set up by default to step the simulation to what would correspond in

reality to 240 steps per second
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that do not require prospectivity since the system can "get out of trouble" from almost
anywhere. Therefore, an arbitrary measure of "energy" expenditure rate proportional to
total force magnitude produced by the four springs per time step was constrained by a
ceiling value for all simulations. Evolution was repeated until, once more, a system
could last for 10000 timesteps under a random field of impulse forces and consuming
less "energy" than the total threshold. All four systems were obtained in this way and
underwent the exact same evolutionary trajectory satisfying the same constraints.
I have generated 4 specimens, each showing different strategies. This evolutionary
procedure is many orders of magnitude faster than the backpropagation method, and
within one day one can obtain fully working solutions.

Summary of model
A) 2D Tensegrity plant: - 2 rigid rods of length = 1m, width = 25mm and mass
= 1Kg. One of the rods connected to the ground by an unbreakable hinge joint. There
are no direct mechanical interactions between the rods - 4 springs connecting the 2 rods
of constant stiffness k = 40, constant damping c = 160, length l and resting length λ.
B) RNN:. - 1 input layer with 12 units taking standardized values of four spring
lengths, their time derivatives, the angle θu and the angle θh - 2 recurrent hidden layers
of 16 units each and squashing function tanh. - 1 output layer of 4 units and squashing
function sigmoid All layers all densely connected in a feed forward manner. Each
output unit corresponds to new values for the λ parameter of each spring.
C) Evolutionary algorithm: - Generate 200 random weights for RNNs. Couple the
output to the tensegrity’s λs. For each of the RNNs run a simulation under each of the
4 different initial conditions for a total of 4 simulations per RNN. Get the two RNNs
that produced the longest mean duration over the 4 initial conditions. Cross them over
200 times and mutate one weight out of 10 per cross over. Run the simulations again
for the new 200 RNNs. Repeat until obtaining an RNN that lasts for 10000 time steps.
- Add random impulses of force = 100N every 80 time steps. Repeat the above
algorithm until obtaining again an agent that lasts for at least 10000 timesteps. - Add a
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total energy cap to be consumed by total force magnitude generated by the springs at
each time step. Run algorithm again until obtaining mean duration of at least 10000
time steps. - Repeat the entire procedure until generating 4 successful agents.
Study 1: Quiet Standing
The task of the simulated system is the most basic one: to keep an upright stance for as
long as possible without any supra-postural task added on top of it. Two studies are
designed to reveal the dynamics underlying this task: 1) baseline quiet standing, 2)
perturbation and degradation. In this chapter we analyze the quiet standing capabilities
of the evolved systems and their dynamics. The first requirement is that of sheer
performance: RNN modulated tensegrity systems should simply last significantly longer
than systems with constant resting lengths or random lengths.
Study 1.1 Assessment of Performance
To assess the performance of trained RNNs, simulations were carried comparing them
to a) Systems with constant resting length; b) Systems with randomly reset resting
lengths every time step; c) Systems with resting lengths set every time step by
untrained RNN with randomized weights. All 3 kinds of simulations were executed
under four different conditions determined by four different initial conditions–the same
used to train the RNN (see supra).
a) Constant λs.
Procedure. Four simulations were carried with constant λs of 0.4 meters4 . This is a
fully passive tensegrity plant with no actuation. As expected, given that initial
conditions are not equilibrium positions, gravity makes the systems fall which translates
into the absolute value of the angle of the hinged rod deviating from the vertical until it
exceeds 0.55 rad, at which time the simulation is halted and the event is considered a
fall.
4

It is important to remember that because all metrics come from simulations, the units are actually

arbitrary. However, Bullet Physics is programmed to mirror all the scaling ratios from physics between
its simulated units, which validates the use of conventional names for units in real physics.
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Results. Mean duration of all four simulations was 181 timesteps or 0.75 seconds.
Maximum duration was 227 timesteps or 0.94 seconds. All trajectories of the angle
converged towards the same side where the center of mass was shifted given the initial
conditions as expected for a passive system (Figure 03).
b) Random λs. RNN-actuated systems are expected to differ from sheer passive
systems. However, to be meaningful their performance should also differ from random
actuation as the latter too could deviate from passive performance.
Procedure. To assess this, 200 simulations were carried, 50 from each of the same
initial conditions as in a) in order to get an ensemble view of random-actuated
trajectories and their convergence. For each spring at every timestep, minimum resting
length was drawn from a uniform distribution from 0.3 to 1 in order to avoid forces of
extreme magnitude and give the random jittering a chance to actually have a
short-term balancing effect.
Results. Mean duration of all 200 simulations was 178.3 timesteps or 0.74 seconds
before reaching the angular ceiling of 0.55 rad and max duration was 320 timesteps or
1.33 seconds. This surpassed the fully passive maximum, thereby proving that
actuation, even when random, can improve balance in the system. All trajectories
tended towards the same side of COM shift despite the random fluctuations (Figure 04).
c) Untrained RNNs.
Procedure. As in the random case, two hundred RNNs (50 per initial condition) were
generated with randomized weights from the same distribution as the trained ones.
Randomness here does not act as indeterministic fluctuations. Every λ at every time
step is smoothly continuous with the previous one as the inputs to the RNN are
continuous over time and the RNN itself is differentiable. Therefore, performance will
depend on how "good" or "bad" the RNN is, with chance determining that from the
beginning but not during the simulation. In other words, good performance is not
happenstance but implies well-suited weights.
Results. Mean duration for all 200 RNNs was 186.35 timesteps or 0.78 seconds, just 5
timesteps more than the mean passive case. However, maximum duration was 557
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timesteps or 2.32 seconds, almost twice the random version and the passive version.
Moreover, among all the trajectories, the "winner" pops out as a quasi-periodical profile
among the rest of the ensemble and twice as long (Figure 05). This shows that good
actuation is rare to find in RNN weight space, yet far superior in performance to sheer
randomness and passive options. This makes the problem of search for good performers
non-trivial and interesting at the same time. It also seems to suggest that periodic
solutions will tend to do better than alternatives.
d) Trained RNNs. All the previous considerations are reinforced once fully
functional systems are obtained through evolution.
Procedure. All four trained systems were simulated under all four conditions
Results. Simulations yielded a mean duration of 10000 timesteps, or about 40
seconds, which is the ceiling imposed for the purpose of the study.
Discussion. It is possible that the simulations could have run for hours or days
without a falling event, thus rendering any quantitative comparison with the three other
cases meaningless. The example trajectories in Figure 06 from one of the evolved agents
show three interesting aspects: the time series does not show strict periodicity, which
addresses–at least partially–the concerns about conventional neural nets producing
"highly uniform, periodic oscillations" (Treffner & Kelso, 1999, p. 105). Also, the range
of amplitude is seen not to exceed 0.2 rads, regardless of initial conditions. This seems
to suggest that the network is tuned to what Riccio and Stoffregen (1988) call
"tolerance region" which constitutes a low-energy static attractor towards which the
dynamic region of reversibility tends.
Finally, it can be observed that the individual trajectories tend again to fall into the
attractors situated on the same side as the COM offset from initial conditions, which is
an indicator that the system has not learned one unique solution it tends to go back to
regardless of initial conditions but rather a range of solutions that don’t depart too
much from the local region established by initial conditions. This could be a
consequence of the energy cap placed on evolution, since moving to another region
would require generating significant forces and thus using more of the limited energy
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resource. There are, however, instances of partial overlap between trajectories that
started from different initial conditions within the same region (left or right), thus
qualifying the observation that the system has a repertoire of solutions. It does present
variety, although nested into "resemblance" families. Unfortunately, observations
regarding different initial conditions will not be followed up by the analysis carried out
in the rest of this section since it is outside of the dissertation’s scope.

Coordination Strategies
The balancing cross tensegrity studied in the present work is an artificial system. Yet, it
bears mechanical and formal resemblances with two of the most studied paradigms in
balance control, viz. human posture and hand or cart pole balancing. Because it makes
contact with the surface of support with one tip only, balancing the cross tensegrity is a
similar problem to balancing an inverted pendulum as in the cart-pole system.
Similarly, human posture has also been associated with solving an inverted pendulum
problem, at least during the "ankle strategy" (Morasso, Cherif, & Zenzeri, 2019;
Nashner & McCollum, 1985). However, important differences exist. Unlike the human
postural system, the base of support for the cross tensegrity has no width, therefore the
"ankle strategy" is not actually available as there is no base over which the center of
pressure can shift to modulate ground reaction forces. Also, unlike the cart-pole system,
the base of the cross tensegrity is constrained, hence restoring forces cannot come from
shifting the base, which is exogenous. Consequently, the inverted pendulum analogy can
only be used in an indirect way, referring to the more abstract relationship between
global COM and general restoring forces (endogenous or exogenous). These happen to
coincide in the cart pole system with the pole angle and the base displacements, only
because of its simplicity as a model. Nevertheless, similarities persist with the human
and cart-pole systems in that other strategies akin to the "hip strategy" are available to
the cross tensegrity and in that the dynamics must deal with events of shifting the
center of mass from one side to the other in a coordinated fashion, as well as timing the
deceleration of masses before they reach irreversible states where gravity overwhelms
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the system. For these reasons, the theoretical concepts and analytical methods used in
those two kinds of paradigm are particularly relevant to the present study.
The concept of "strategy" can be ambiguous unless handled with care at present. Horak
and Nashner (1986) introduced the term intuitively and without a proper definition,
but simply as a kind of pattern. Riccio and Stoffregen define it as "a pattern of
coordination and control of body segments that has as its end the facilitation of
perception and action." (Riccio & Stoffregen, 1988, p. 277). Unfortunately, this
definition is somewhat circular as one would expect a pattern of coordination to be
intrinsically about facilitating perception and action if not identical with the latter two.
What "strategy" adds, really, is a qualitative tone where coordination patterns tend to
be purely quantitative or geometric descriptions. The concept of "strategy" bears a
more mundanely practical connotation that makes its uniqueness to the observer more
patent and seemingly available as a possible conscious choice by the agent (even though
there may be involuntary transitions between strategies). Hence the names such as
"ankle" strategy or "throw and catch" strategy.
With that being said, the following analysis contrasts strategies along two different
axes. The first axis contrasts two strategies analogous to hip vs ankle. In the case of the
cross tensegrity this refers to the degrees of freedom that are being exploited for the
sake of balance coordination. These are translations of the unhinged rod over the X axis
to counteract rotations of the hinged rod (or, equivalently, translations of its COM for
small angles) and rotations of the unhinged rod. Both patterns alone could in principle
help maintain balance so the question is whether the system will choose any one of
them or both and under what circumstances.
The second axis refers to the kind of dynamics the system settles into, viz., limit cycle
vs throw and catch vs intermittent. In a limit cycle strategy, the system will be locked
into one or a few well-defined frequencies over its 40 second run or sub-sections of the
run as if it had self-organized into a higher-order harmonic oscillator. Maintaining this
regime tends to require constant continuous central interventions to keep jerk cyclical.
This strategy could be a consequence of artificial neural network optimization as
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highlighted by (Treffner & Kelso, 1999). In a throw and catch strategy, the system will
exhibit a less constant pattern marked by instances of ballistic motion induced by
intermittent squirts of force and torque counteracted a few timesteps later by reactive
interventions (Loram & Lakie, 2002). It has also been argued that the double regime
observed in stabilograms of quiet standing corresponds to the juxtaposition of
"exploratory" and "performatory" phases in the modulation of posture (Riley, Wong,
Mitra, & Turvey, 1997). This strategy should in principle be favored by a tensegrity
controller given that setting an prestress from any position could result in the system
using its own potential energy stored in the elastic elements to move towards a stable
position without constant guidance. Finally, the system could show constant
modulation although not in the form of purely periodical behavior but rather "quasi
rhythmic" or modulated chaos (Riley & Turvey, 2002). The system would thus settle
only "intermittently" into transient attractors (Kelso, 1995) as a result of the long-range
correlations between local deviations from optimality (a perfect limit cycle) being
accumulated and counteracted globally as are usually observed in the control of
complex highly nonlinear systems (Treffner & Kelso, 1999).
Hypotheses. It is quite challenging to come up with an a priori reason to expect any
one of these strategies to be discovered and exploited preferentially by an evolved RNN.
More importantly, it is futile to do so as early inspection of all four evolved systems
reveals immediately that all strategies are at least partially adopted. Or perhaps they
are not so much different partially adopted strategies as simply different versions of one
unique general strategy. Nevertheless, as will be shown below, each of the four systems
became somewhat specialized in one or the other, even though they were all "sculpted"
by the exact same evolutionary constraints. Moreover, these four systems were not
chosen out of a larger sample to be representative of each of the strategies. They were
instead the very first and only four systems ever created this way.
Finally, there is the concept of tolerance and reversibility or equilibrium regions. The
tensegrity plant could, in principle, be poised in a static balance if its configuration is
adequate and all forces are at equilibrium such that COM is exactly over the base (or
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rather point) of support. Because a manifold of configurations can satisfy those
conditions, it follows that there is a static region where balance can exist passively.
However, this balance is unstable and realistically all kinds of fluctuations will always
conspire against it, thus the region is better defined as a tolerance region, where small
fluctuations only require small compensatory forces in order to maintain balance. As
Riccio and Stoffregen explain "This is because when the segments of the body are
aligned with the gravitoinertial force vector, the torques acting on the body are
minimized, which in turn minimizes the amount of effort required to maintain the
configuration of the body." (1988, p. 280). Therefore, in dynamical conditions, i.e.,
practically always, the tolerance region acts as an attractor according to Riccio and
Stoffregen, towards which the system will try to tend from eccentric positions.
Hypotheses. However, the system can fail and fall. There is thus another region with
different boundaries that defines reversibility or equilibrium (Carello et al., 1985;
Nashner & McCollum, 1985; Riccio & Stoffregen, 1988). These boundaries, however, are
circularly dependent on the activity of the system itself and are themselves dynamical.
An important question is whether the system will tune to information about the
tolerance region or about reversibility boundaries. This too may count as a choice of
strategy. Carello et al. (1985) suggest that a higher-order, low-dimensional patterning
such as τ̇ may be available haptically which specifies the rate at which the time to an
equilibrium boundary is shrinking or expanding. Conversely, however, a τ scalar may be
available that specifies information about time from equilibrium. This in turn also
specifies the power required to go back to equilibrium and thus informs about energetic
boundaries as well, which reversibility regions do not (Cabe & Pittenger, 1992). Now,
tuning a perceptual system can consist in getting it to linearize otherwise non-linear
relevant informational variables so as to establish a direct coupling with action.
Discussion of this latter topic will deferred to a later section about the anticipatory
capabilities of the evolved systems.
Relative phase. The ecological approach to perception action, when applied to the
study of complex, self-organizing systems, is most compatible with the dynamical
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approach. The latter consists in the search for models or analyses that single out order
parameters, that is, higher-order variables whose evolution represents maximally the
relevant dynamics of a given system while keeping its explanatory expression minimal in
terms of microscopic details (Haken, 1977; Kelso, 1995). Describing the dynamics of a
multi-DoF system through the evolution of a single variable implies a drastic
dimensionality compression which is believed to reflect a real constraining effect of the
massively transactional, non-linear interactions between all the components of the
system on themselves (Kay, Kelso, Saltzman, & Schoener, 1987; Shaw & Turvey, 1981).
In the field of motor coordination where periodic activities are realized by limbs pivoting
around joints, a very powerful kind of order parameter is relative phase (Bardy et al.,
1999; Haken, Kelso, & Bunz, 1985). When periodicities are present in the time series of
the kinetic or kinematic variables constituting a system, coordination can manifest itself
in the form of a conservation of specific relationships between their phases (Kugler &
Turvey, 1987; Von Holst, 1973). In particular, patterns of in-phase (2π) or anti-phase
(π) coupling, transitions between and deviations from them have been discovered to be
ubiquitous in most subfields of motor coordination (Haken, 1996; Park & Turvey, 2008).
Human posture is no exception, given that an upright stance is a feature of a system
defined by unstable joint articulations, starting from the ankles which act as a hinge
between the rest of the body and the ground, plus knees, hip and neck. These joints link
relatively straight segments and can thus be characterized by angles, turning the whole
task of keeping an upright stance a matter of phase and frequency coordination between
them (Balasubramaniam & Feldman, 2004). Importantly, the study of phase relations
allows for a drastic compression of all available degrees of freedom responsible for
successful performance, including the hundreds of skeletal muscles and billions of neural
cells comprising the human sensori-motor system (Turvey, 2007). Perhaps even more
importantly, as Bardy et al. (1999) argue and will be made obvious below, without
access to a macroscopic description level it is possible that the details of the underlying
components remain fundamentally unintelligible given the interconnectedness of them
all. Thus, even when clean access is available to rich data about perceptual energy
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fields, bio-mechanical and environmental forces as well as neural signals, as is the case in
the simulations run for this study, direct inquiry into their variability may result futile.
In the case of the hand-pole system the simplest description of coordination in terms of
relative phase can pertain to hand position oscillations versus pole angle frequency and
phase (Foo et al., 2000; Treffner & Kelso, 1995). In the case of human stance, relative
phase between angle joint angle and hip angle can also yield an efficient description
(Bardy et al., 1999). The rationale between the choice of these variables is always that
the COM is to be kept either statically within the region of tolerance (e.g. aligned with
the pivot point in the gravitoinertial direction), with very low variability of underlying
variables, or else dynamically oscillating back and forth within the region of reversibility
and around the region of tolerance.
In the case of the cross tensegrity, the obvious candidates somewhat equivalent to the
above comprise at least three DoFs: a) hinged rod angle with respect to the vertical θh ,
b) unhinged rod angle with respect to to the horizontal θu and c) angle between the
unhinged rod’s COM position and the vertical θuCOM . The choice of these DoFs is not
without a little bit of arbitrariness. Indeed, one could use the x position of the hinged
and the unhinged rods’ COM s which, for small angles, bear a correlation of almost 1
with the angles. Also, the y position of the unhinged rod’s COM is left out as it plays
no role in the formula for gravitational torque τ acting on the entire cross tensegrity,
viz. τ = M · g · COM , where M is the mass of the cross tensegrity, g is the gravitational
acceleration and COM is the x position of the cross tensegrity’s COM .
Overview of COM trajectories.
Procedure. For all four evolved tensegrity agents, then, we have carried relative
phase analyses of these underlying variables. The hypothesis is that, given that the two
separate rods are of equal mass and the total COM is the mean of their two COM s,
periodic activity in the two rods should present an antiphase coordination pattern. This
result should be expected because of mechanical reasons as well as the known anti-phase
patterns that exist in the case of human posture (hip strategy) and hand-pole balancing.
However, the additional DoF here, viz. θu can also play a role in the displacements of
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both rods. These take place linear and angularly, which implies that inertias as well as
moments of inertia can be exploited to move the masses around and maintain balance.
Since there can only be two modes between these three DoFs, they cannot all be locked
in anti-phase or in phase, but it can be predicted that both modes will be present.
In order to easily refer to each of the 4 evolved tensegrity agents individually for
comparison, the following names will be given to them and all Figures will represent
them in the same order: Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia. Figure 07 shows the full time
series of all 4 agents COM positions. These were obtained by running a simulation for
each from the same initial conditions. All velocities where 0. This initial position was
not used to evolve the four agents, However, it was selected for these simulations for its
symmetry and to ensure that the agents generalize their acquired skill to new contexts.
No new initial conditions will be tested.
Results. As can be observed immediately from the time series, all four agents differ
quite significantly in their profiles. Bill and Bob appear to be rather aperiodic whereas
Mike and more extremely Claudia show a marked periodic limit-cycle kind of profile.
Even considering Bill and Bob as somewhat irregular oscillators on par with Mike and
Claudia, all four show different fundamental characteristics such as mean amplitude,
frequency and center offset. Moreover some, like Bob and Mike, appear to carry several
nested frequencies riding on top of each other whereas Claudia seems to be locked in a
single frequency. Such wide variety in outcomes is expected from agents generated from
low-constraint evolutionary algorithm. Nevertheless it remains quite remarkable. In
particular, it is surprising to obtain from the first and only four agents produced, a
confirmation that RNNs coupled with tensegrity plants can produce rich aperiodic
behavior as well simple, almost sinusoidal oscillations, thus addressing Treffner and
Kelso (1999) and Foo et al. (2000)’s reserves about artificial neural networks as models
for neuro-behavioral dynamics.
First pass statistics show the first obvious quantitative differences (see table 1). Bob,
Mike and Claudia’s COM s are slightly offset to the left on average whereas Bill’s is
offset to the right. This shows that the region of reversibility where the system spends
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most of its time can wander away from the region of tolerance (COM = 0) without
consequences. Next, we see variability in amplitude size. Standard deviations (centered
mean amplitude) shows Mike as having the smallest amplitudes followed by Bob, and
then Claudia and Bill have roughly twice the amplitude size. Mike seems a lot more
regular than Bob, yet that does not mean Bob is more "error prone" in wandering away
from the center of its oscillations. Also, despite being the most regular, Claudia is not
better at staying close to the center of its oscillations than Bill, which seems the least
regular of all. Looking at Root Mean Square as a measure of mean amplitude we
observe the same pattern amplified. Claudia’s amplitudes drive her the farthest from
the actual region of tolerance (x = 0) and thus, probably towards more challenging
regions balance-wise, whereas Bob, despite his more "chaotic" trajectories, avoids large
peaks on average.
Next, we look into how "irregular" an agent is. Fast Fourier Transform analysis of
COM s yields the power spectrum for each along with 95% confidence intervals since
they are an estimation of a potentially unbounded process from a limited sample5
(Figure 08). We can clearly see Claudia set apart with her nearly single frequency at
1.3Hz, whereas Mike shows a solid oscillation at 1.52Hz riding on top of at least a few of
nested lower frequencies. Bob presents what seems like a 1/f distributions with a strong
oscillatory component near 0.6Hz whereas Bill shows two periodicities in the
low-frequency range with the strongest frequency around 0.480Hz and another cluster
around 2Hz, both riding on what looks like a typical pink-noise power spectrum.
Inspecting Bobs time series one can suspect that the bi-modal power distribution is due
to two juxtaposed oscillatory modes where periods of high frequency and low amplitude
about 0 co-exist in alternation with periods of higher amplitudes and slower frequencies,
but any boundary between the two seems rather hard locate.
Phase planes of all four agents’ COM s show an interesting pattern (Figure 09)6 .
5

The estimation method used was Welch (1967)’s, through Matlab’s time series analysis toolbox. To

improve the accuracy of the estimations, simulations were run two times the duration of the rest of the
analyses, i.e. 20k timesteps.
6

Both X and Ẋ time series where filtered using a Savitzky-Golay filter for these phase planes. The
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Claudia’s highly regular oscillations can readily be seen in the tight superposition of all
trajectory cycles. For the other three, a pattern reminiscent of Lorentz’s chaotic,
"butterfly-shaped" strange attractors (Strogatz, 1994) becomes apparent, where the
system seems to divide its time dwelling intermittently and unpredictably between two
oscillatory regimes that never quite repeat exactly the same. Later we will come back to
this with an analysis of the fractal structure of these variables.
Remarkably, Bill’s phase plane is also topologically nearly identical to Treffner and
Kelso (1999)’s human data on hand-pole balancing (See Figure 4B in Treffner & Kelso,
1999). The authors attribute this butterfly phase plane to juxtaposed periods of
alternating strategies, which they call "jiggling, running and mixed" (See Figure 4A in
Treffner & Kelso, 1999). Indeed, zooming into the time series of Bill’s rods kinematics
(see Next, section for description) shows a coexistence of the same kind of balancing
patterns (Figure 10). When COM approaches 0, variability in the kinematics of the
rods drops (see interval between red lines). A possible explanation for this behavior is
that Bill, as well as human performers, engage in jiggling when they manage to enter
the basin of a tolerance attractor with low velocity and thus try to stay there by
minimizing amplitude. However, intrinsic fluctuations accumulate over milliseconds,
giving rise to spontaneous "avalanches" that eventually knock the system off the
tolerance attracting region and sends it "running" over a large unstable region until it
reaches another tolerance region (on the other side of the vertical axis aligned with the
pivot). If the latter is not found, then exploratory behavior (Riley et al., 1997) (the
"mixed" strategy in Treffner and Kelso (1999)’s terms) is engaged although implies
dwelling for a while in the reversibility region, which is safe from falling but
energetically costlier. Importantly, there is no reason to expect any symmetry in
jiggling or running about the vertical, given that the system was evolved with low
constraints from different initial conditions; it may fail to reach a tolerance region when
dwelling on one side, so no jiggling will be observed during that period.

SGOLAY filter has built-in derivative smoothing (Savitzky & Golay, 1964)
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Relative phase the angular rod components. The COM positions just observed
are averages of the COM positions of the hinged and unhinged rods. As such, their
dynamic stability depends on the oscillatory phase relations between the rods. As
stated above, while the hinged rod has only one DoF, the unhinged one has two
(ignoring the Y position), therefore, phase relations must be analyzed between all three
constituting DoFs because ultimately the COM positions depend on forces transmitted
through the springs that can be angular as well as translational.
Procedure. In order to compute the relative phase, the selected variables were
angular for consistency. The X position of both COM s translates well to angles yet the
local angle of the unhinged rod (its rotation about its own COM with respect to the
horizontal) does not translate to position. Furthermore, all variable signs are aligned
with the direction of the unity circle, so that all counterclockwise rotations are positive
and clockwise rotations negative (Figure 01).
Results. Figure 11 shows the time series of all three angles superposed without
re-scaling. Immediately in phase and anti-phase relationships become apparent as in
Mike’s case, with some deviations from absolute coordination, with leading phases as in
Claudia’s case. Bill and Bob’s cases are harder to assess. Figure 12 shows the same
time series zoomed into the segment in the middle going from 3500 to 6500 timesteps,
normalized between -1 and 1 to increase visibility of phase relations. While Bill shows a
strong tendency for θu and θuCOM to be in phase with each other and anti-phase with
θh , things are not so neat with Bob. In Bob’s case, θh and θuCOM appear to be in
anti-phase most of the time, while θu does not seem to fall into either category in a
definite manner as can be observed around t = 4150, where it rides both in and
anti-phase over the two other angles. Despite these local episodes, the more global
pattern can be observed by plotting each variable against each other (Figure 13). The
negative slope in θh vs θu and θh vs θuCOM show a clear tendency for anti-phase, with
the exception of Claudia showing almost a π/2 relative phase. As hinted previously,
Bob’s relationship between θuCOM and θu is the messiest although it appears seems to
fall more clearly into an anti-phase pattern with H than previously thought.
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To quantify these relationships, all three angle variables were converted to phase
variables via the Hilbert transform and then subtracted from each other to obtain the
relative phases. Figure 14 shows the time series of all three relative phases for the four
agents. The observations from above are confirmed by the average dwelling times of the
curves in their respective in phase or anti-phase patterns. Table 2 summarizes the
circular means and standard deviations of all twelve relative phases (in rads). The
middle of the table shows the deviations from the corresponding in or anti-phase
patterns. Claudia shows the largest and smallest deviations. θuCOM leads θh and θu by
not much less than π/2 whereas θh and θu are almost perfectly locked in anti-phase.
Kinematically, this means that Claudia realizes a very neat sequential counterpoint
where first the unhinged rod starts translating to the left (or right) and when it’s about
to hit a quarter of its period, the hinged rod starts moving in the other direction,
followed almost immediately by an angular change of the unhinged rod. It’s a very
delicate dance, but Claudia has evolved to master the timing of each step very well in
order to maintain a very robust limit cycle pattern. The three other agents present
different combinations of phase lead and lag, showing that many alternative
coordinative sequential patterns. Table 3 summarizes the cross-correlation coefficients R
and their corresponding lags for all twelve pairs of angles. As expected, Bill and Bob
have the lowest (absolute) Rs, Whereas Mike and Claudia present a much tighter
coordination suggesting more constraints on their DoFs by their corresponding RNNs.
Discussion. Interestingly, the relative phase plots present an indicator of what Kelso
calls "intermittence" (Kelso, 1995). Both Bill and Bob show the same pattern of relative
coordination, marked by periods of relatively stable in phase or anti-phase coupling,
interrupted by periods of "wandering" where perfect coordination is somewhat lost. (See
Figure 4.3 in Kelso, 1995). Kelso associates these profiles to metastability, i.e., the
dynamics of switching spontaneously between attractors without ever settling
definitively into any. It is also associated with Self-Organized Criticality (SOC), which
explains metastability and intermittence by a higher-order process where criticality
itself is a global attractor (Bak, Tang, & Wiesenfeld, 1987; Treffner & Kelso, 1999;
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Van Orden & Holden, 2002; Wallot & Van Orden, 2012).
Indeed, theoretically it makes sense to expect the evolutionary algorithm to drive agents
towards SOC for at least two reasons: First, they have evolved in an environment of
random impulses which means a repertoire of only a few attractors could struggle to
cope with the unexpected conditions imposed by the exogenous perturbations. Second,
the tensegrity plant itself, by its very nature, promotes non-linearities and delays that
may result in "avalanches" of inertial forces pushing and pulling the system out of any
local equilibria in unpredictable ways. If this is so, however, it is rather hard to explain
the rigid regularity of Claudia’s periodicity. Has this system found a loophole, as is
often the case with evolutionary algorithms? Or is it so perfectly tuned to the dynamics
of the tensegrity system that it never fails to inject the right amount of force at the
right time and place? It is not uncommon for undertrained or overtrained humans to
become more regular and deterministic in their coordination, so perhaps the four
evolved agents represent a continuum along an "underevolved" and "overevolved" or
more generally speaking "undertuned" and "overtuned". With that being said, SOC is a
very peculiar dynamical state hardly observed in artificial systems. Before jumping to
conclusions, further analysis is required.
Strategies. Given the foregoing analyses, it is safe to conclude that all four agents7
make use of a combined strategy of relative or absolute phase coordination between the
positions and angles of the rods with varying degrees of regularity and sophistication in
the timing of each phasing. This would be somewhat equivalent to a glorified version of
the hip strategy in humans, if another DoF was made available. Or perhaps a better
analogy would be with a tight (rigid) rope walker. The Next, question then is what
kind of strategy is preferred by the agents? Is it constant, tight control or more liberal
modulation with well-timed intermittent interventions? One way to address this
question is to ask rather whether the system is constantly "closed loop",
feedback-driven, or if it has moments of "open loop", i.e., ballistic dynamics. Perhaps
7

The term "agent" is used for convenience to refer to the full tensegrity cum RNN systems. No

particular connotation about their intentionality is implied by the use of the term.
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Claudia’s absolute coordination corresponds to pure closed loop whereas Bill’s chaotic
style has open loop moments where error accumulates.
Loram and Lakie (2002) provide evidence for a ballistic strategy. They constrained
participants to a fixed support, allowing only movement about the ankles. Using the
latter only, participants had to stabilize a yoked inverted pendulum whose mass was
that of an ordinary human. Inspection of the kinetics revealed a "drop and catch" (or
throw and catch) pattern rather than tight closed loop control. Indeed, polar Hookean
planes around points of equilibrium with respect to the value of gravitational torque
show a pattern that deviates from a straight line that would be expected for a
spring-like closed loop control. Instead participants let the pendulum accelerate towards
the ground to catch it by applying compensatory torques in the other direction thus
reproducing the trajectory in the other direction and starting all over again (See Figure
4 in Loram & Lakie, 2002).
Procedure. Unfortunately, Loram and Lakie (2002)’s elegant analysis is quite
challenging to carry out in the present study given the excess DoFs compared to their
single DoF paradigm. Another way to assess ballistic moments in the dynamics could
be by looking at the time series of the minimal lengths put out by the RNN, the current
distances between rod anchors and the actual forces being generated.
Results. Figure 15 shows the time series of all four of those values for all four agents.
From top to bottom each plot shows a quadrant of the upright, symmetric cross
tensegrity in the following order: top left, top right, bottom right, bottom left. The way
the four DoFs controlled by the RNN interact between themselves and with external
conditions is extremely complex. Despite looking like random noise in a neural signal,
the high-frequency spikes are fully deterministic. Whenever the λ curve (blue) goes
above the distance curve (green), that string is slack and therefore no forces are being
applied by that spring (the orange curve is flat against 0).
Discussion. There is an expected asymmetry in forces about the horizontal axis,
where the mean magnitude of both forces generated by the top springs is 10.45 whereas
the mean magnitude of the bottom forces is 5. The value of 10.45 corresponds to the
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opposite of gravity–which the top springs are in charge of counteracting–plus the
vertical tension generated by the bottom springs which also needs to be balanced.
Apart from that, it is very hard to establish what would count as a ballistic form of
control under this profile. Regions of jiggling and running can be readily recognized for
the high frequency, low-amplitude oscillations in RNN signal. However, there isn’t any
one time where all springs are slack at the same time, which would be indicative of
passive free fall. It is, thus, rather pointless to look for strictly ballistic dynamics, since
the system is constantly exerting some intentional influence. And perhaps more
decisively, an important mechanical difference exists between the cross tensegrity plant
and the single DoF paradigms: the structure of the former is not settled rigidly a priori
but only through time-varying pre-stress. In other words, unlike an actual inverted
pendulum made of a rigid rod and a pivot, there is no real purely passive equilibrium
position for a tensegrity plant, since only through actively maintained pre-stress is there
anything like a structure at all. If the RNN stops actuating the top springs, the
unhinged rod would fall to the ground. One should not expect such a system to exploit
passive ballistic dynamics when they all lead to a fall.
DFA Analysis. Indeed, Treffner and Kelso (1999) argue that even when dynamics
may seem ballistic, a more parsimonious explanation entails a unitary active control
process. In the case of postural control, Collins and De Luca (1995) provided a
well-known explanatory proposal for the quiet standing paradigm. Their analysis of
stabilograms reveals a pattern known as a "crossover" region, where a fractal exponent
on a log-log plot of mean square displacement against time window size undergoes a
shift downwards, towards anti-persistence. According to Collins and De Luca’s model,
the persistent short-term dynamics correspond to open loop, ballistic displacements of
the COM whereas the long-term dynamics correspond to the cybernetic central
intervention that corrects the trajectory. It should be noted that "ballistic" here can
mean that either compensatory muscle activity is lacking or information is not being
used even though active forces are still being regulated centrally. Indeed, it is not clear
that Loram and Lakie (2002) do not mean "drop and catch" in the pure informational
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sense, even though ambiguity persists because of the role of the gravitational torque.
Riley et al. (1997) also suggested an alternative explanation to the crossover observed in
log-log stabilogram plots as revealing a spontaneous switch between exploratory and
performatory acts. Delignieres, Deschamps, Legros, and Caillou (2003) also suggested
that the crossover could be an artifact of the boundedness of the time series’ length due
to the specific fractal estimation method that Collins and De Luca used. Delignieres et
al. (2003) further show that DFA is not affected by that artifact. This means that when
a crossover is present it must be due to a different reason.
Results. As it turns out, strong periodicity in the signal is most likely the reason for
it, as it manifests as a short-term region of slope 2 followed by a flattening of the power
law curve towards the long term regions (Hu, Ivanov, Chen, Carpena, & Stanley, 2001).
This is Indeed, what is found in the log-log plots of the COM s for all four tensegrity
agents (Figure 16). The crossover is most apparent in Claudia’s DFA plot given her
almost purely periodic behavior. All four agents are in the fractional Brownian motion
region of the Hurst exponent, and therefore present non-stationary self-similarity, which
is at some remove from the pink noise pattern found in living systems (more about this
in the conclusion to the first study below).
Discussion. If we interpret the crossover not as a switch towards anti-persistence
because of some balancing mechanism, but rather as the effect of strong periodicity
(confirmed by the FFTs) on the DFA analysis, then there is no reason to suppose that
these tensegrity agents are engaging in two phases of behavior, where one is
characterized by a "throwing" phase and another one by a "catching phase". Nonetheless,
insofar as the periodicities are not spread all over the timeseries but concentrated in
regions of "jiggling", one could say that the cross over is due to heterogeneity in the
time series, namely, two different behavioral regimes. Furthermore, one may also insist
that "jiggling" regions correspond to instances where the system is "caught" (which is
what attractors do, after all) while "running" corresponds to instances where the system
is "dropping". Lest the matter become a futile metaphormachy (a battle of metaphors)
about strategies, the most solid conclusion from the DFA analysis is that there is a
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continuum between purely aperiodic and purely periodic behavior, and the four evolved
specimens seem to dwell rather on the periodic side, as favored by the constraints on
the task. Future work in which supra-postural task constraints are added will reveal
whether a shift towards more aperiodicity (more criticality) can be induced or not.

Study 1.2 Anticipatory information
The motivation for using the recurrent type of neural network was its capacity for
anticipation (Elman, 1990; Fajen, 2007; Gibson, 1979; Stepp, 2012; Turvey, 1992) which
is a crucial aspect of perceiving-acting systems. The concept of anticipation has several
related but not necessarily equivalent meanings (Fultot, 2019). For instance, a
demarcation can be made between an action side of anticipation and a perception side.
Roughly, the former means doing something in advance, such as opening the umbrella
before it rains, or moving to the position where the ball will land before it does. The
latter means tuning to some perceptual information about a future state of affairs. To
use David Lee’s own example, when driving, bright red lights in the car ahead means it
is breaking, and therefore that sometime in the future we may hit it if we don’t
decelerate. The two notions are, of course, causally related most often, but not
necessarily. It is good to know about the lights (perceptual anticipation) in order to hit
the brakes in advance (action anticipation), but one could be pre-programmed, as in
some dance choreographies, in order to do things in advance without adapting to
changing circumstances.
For instance, what is the status of the coordinated phase lags among angles in Claudia’s
behavior? Has the RNN learned a pre-programmed routine or are the lags actually
timed as a function of flowing information? This particular question will be left for the
Next, chapter where perturbation studies will be carried to assess that kind of causality.
In this section we will review the relevance of τ and τ̇ as an anticipatory perceptual
quantity to our evolved agents’ balancing performance. Originally introduced by Lee
(1976), τ is a motion-dependent quantity that specifies time-to-collision in the visual
optical field. As such, it is defined as the inverse of the rate of dilation of the optical
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contour of the object one is moving towards on any possible projectible surface. The
brilliant aspect of it is that by rearranging the usual formula for velocity, if one has size
and rate one can get time from retinal information alone. For non-constant velocities,
the time derivative of τ , τ̇ specifies whether collision will happen or one would stop
before hitting the object. When τ̇ <= 0.5 then there will be no collision. This
higher-order information can be directly coupled to action, in Lee’s colloquial terms, by
the following simple rule: "if τ̇ > 0.5 brake; if τ̇ < 0.5 brake less hard" (Lee, 2009, p.
837).
The existence of a haptic version of τ for balance was first suggested by Carello et al.
(1985) and later studied mathematically (Cabe & Pittenger, 1992; Lee, Young, & Rewt,
1992) and empirically (Foo et al., 2000; Treffner & Kelso, 1995). As it stands, τ is an
intrinsically anticipatory kind of information; it specifies the time it will take for
something to happen in the future and therefore is always a prime candidate for a
behavioral system to tune to. Moreover, τ̇ is not only anticipatory perceptually but it
also directly specifies an anticipatory course of action given an intentional constraint. In
the case of balance, modelled in planiverse about a single pivot point, Cabe and
Pittenger (1992) show that there is a topple point, when the center of momentum (or
gravity) is aligned vertically over the pivot point–the situation of unstable equilibrium.
Angular movements from the left or right towards the topple point will have a
characteristic time-to-topple as well as its time derivative which is define quite elegantly
as the ratio of angle between the center of momentum and the vertical to its rate of
change. This defines a new angular quantity, τ = θ/θ̇, whose time derivative specifies
mathematically the amount of torque required to bring the object from a disequilibrium
position to the unstable equilibrium position. It is linked to haptic perception through
the stress-strain tissue deformations that those torques generate (Turvey & Fonseca,
2014).
However, as Cabe and Pittenger (1992) point out, there is an important bio-mechanical
asymmetry about the vertical, especially in the case of haptic perception when
compared to visual perception. Indeed, muscular groups in charge would most probably
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be different, thereby splitting the events between pulling and pushing about the
vertical. This makes τ as time-to-topple even more relevant since it "would allow for the
anticipation of this behavioral phase transition" (Cabe & Pittenger, 1992, p. 245).
Although the mechanical tensegrity systems used in this study are symmetrical about
the vertical axis, the RNN detecting information and setting the minimal lengths for
each spring is not. Thus, a very similar asymmetry exists, even though at an abstract
level and not at the level of pushing and pulling. The point of these remarks is to
consider whether these systems should tune to their relationship with the boundaries of
the region of reversibility, or rather, to the region of tolerance (identified here with the
toppling-point). To be sure, the two are physically related and any system is probably
tuned to both. The fact is that the region of tolerance is static, and thus easier to
analyze and perhaps easier to tune to.
Treffner and Kelso (1995, 1999) and Foo et al. (2000) considered the role of τ as
time-to-topple8 in a control model, as well as studying its relationship with the
dynamics of hand-pole balancing in humans. They found that τ was most invariant
between the onset of hand decelerations suggesting a "tight perception-action" coupling
sub-served by the anticipatory power of τ̇ . Figure 4 in (Foo et al., 2000) shows τ and τ̇
profile for a participant who managed to balance the pole successfully. Because θ in the
denominator goes to zero when the pole reverses direction, τ goes to infinity around
those boundaries. However, around the instances where θ crosses the vertical and equals
zero, velocity is at its maximum and therefore acceleration changes sign. That is where
τ and τ̇ are most stable, around 0 and 1, respectively. The taugramms (plot of tau over
time) also show important information about "failure" to overshoot the vertical. The
quotation marks around "failure" signify that there is no a priori reason why
overshooting the vertical should be preferred, given that balance can be maintained
dynamically without ever doing so. However, it does seem to be an event favored by

8

Interestingly, Treffner and Kelso as well as Foo et al. (2000) call it "time-to-balance" even though

their own study shows that the system seldom tunes to this quantity in order to stay there in balance,
but rather most often to topple over it. See details below.
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humans. As the rod approaches the balance point, whether from the left or from the
right, τ is negative but its velocity is positive; after the crossover τ becomes positive
(Figure 5 in Foo et al., 2000).
The important thing to notice about the taugramm is the tendency not only to
drastically reduce the variability of τ around that region but to linearize it. This is
done by keeping τ̇ as constant as possible. In Foo et al. (2000), τ̇ is kept close to one.
This is an interesting result given that the "magic number" for τ̇ seems to be 0.5 from
Lee’s early treatments. However, this τ is not time-to-collision but time-to-balance. As
made patent by the words themselves, missing the balance, or topple point, whether by
overshooting or undershooting, is generally not as dangerous as colliding. Therefore,
overshooting is perfectly acceptable. However, as Foo et al. (2000) note, overshooting
too much, as in τ̇ > 1 implies constant growth in oscillatory amplitude; the system can
overshoot and catch itself on the other side to come back a few times, but after some
point the amplitudes are too large, as in beyond the region of reversibility given the
mechanical constraints. Thus, τ̇ defined with respect to the vertical, considered here as
a static tolerance region, is Indeed, linked to the dynamic region of reversibility.
Procedure. Returning to our simulated agents, it is not possible to straightforwardly
apply the analyses of Foo et al. (2000) straightforwardly. This is because their paradigm
uses a 1 DoF pole, whereas our system has 3 DoFs. Nevertheless, as the early treatment
of time-to-topple by Cabe and Pittenger (1992) suggests, it is not the angle of the rod
per se that matters, but the angle between the center of momentum and the vertical
(see Figure 1 in Cabe & Pittenger, 1992). In the single pole paradigm, pole angle and
global COM angle are confounded, but not in our case. In that spirit, we applied the
same analysis, computing τ and τ̇ as the ratio between the X position of the global
COM and its rate of change, remembering that for small angles COM and θ co-vary
almost perfectly:
˙
τ = COM/COM
Results. The middle segment of the taugramm time series for all four agents is shown
in Figure 17. Figure 18 shows the corresponding taudotgramm. The similarity with the
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results obtained in humans is striking. The blue line shows the time series of τ , the
orange line is the origin and the green line is the scaled time series of the COM to see
when it crosses over the origin (vertical). The segments where τ̇ was between 0 and 2
account for 45%, 44.5%, 24.5% and 52.4% of the total duration of each simulation for
Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia respectively. The mean (and standard deviations in
parenthesis) of those segments is 1.11(0.41), 1.01(0.42), 1.07(0.54) and 1.18(0.37)
respectively.
As with other metrics, Claudia stands out for the largest mean τ̇ , which implies faster
crossing overs yet smallest variance which implies more control over τ̇ . One reason for
this is that if τ̇ is going to be large, it better be under tight control, otherwise
fluctuations could make it too large at any one time.
Discussion. The other interesting case is Mike, which actually spends most of its
time series undershooting the vertical, and Indeed, Mike spends most of the time to the
left of the vertical. However, Mike is also the agent with the lowest mean amplitude, so
in a sense it is not so bad to be constantly missing the vertical if amplitude remains
small. It is a good compromise between aiming for perfection (the region of tolerance)
but missing it almost always and having to deal with the momentum gathered
afterwards, and aiming a little bit lower than perfection but without ever accumulating
too much momentum. In other words, it is like aiming for smaller prizes but with a
higher chance of success and a smaller cost. Perhaps more importantly, as stated
earlier, given the dynamic asymmetries about the toppling point, crossing over implies
something akin to a phase transition and those can be costly because they require
jumping over energetic barriers from one attractor to another (or flattening that
barrier). It is possible that Mike prefers a state that is even more higher-order than
SOC, that is, being in one of the attractors, poised to enter SOC, rather than being in
SOC poised to enter an attractor.
Mike’s τ̇ profile also suggests that it never linearizes it nor really reduces its variability.
This means that Mike is effectively not tuning to this information. Yet, given how small
its mean amplitude is and how close to the region of tolerance it lives, it makes sense
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that τ̇ is not needed since anticipation is not needed. When the goal is right ahead,
pure reactivity or a rote preprogrammed mechanism of controlled tiny fluctuations will
do. Claudia on the other hand seems to be particularly well tuned to τ̇ , which allows it
to make larger oscillations confidently. Bill and Bob are somewhat hybrid cases
alternating between instances of blind or hesitant crossing over, undershooting and
well-controlled crossing over. Not surprisingly, the periods of undershooting or
fluctuating τ̇ seem to correspond to moments of jiggling close to the vertical, which
confirms that during those local time windows, they are behaving more like Mike.

Conclusion of Study 1
Study 1 showed that the four different evolved RNN-based tensegrity agents not only
successfully solve the task of dynamic balance, but they do so in very different ways,
applying different strategies some of which are quite similar to human performance.
Different analyses and strategies studied in the literature about human postural
coordination where applied to all four systems, including relative phase, fractality and
τ̇ . Great individual differences exist among the four agents, but each one seems
representative of the different results found in human research. Perhaps the most
"disappointing" result was fractal analysis. Humans tend to display scaling exponents
(alphas) closer to the pink noise region, usually just above 1 for Center of Pressure
data9 (Delignieres et al., 2003; Duarte & Zatsiorsky, 2001). Yet, the alphas obtained
here were almost twice that, showing a strong effect of preferred frequencies. What is
disappointing about this result is that it provides evidence against the possibility that
the behavior in these evolved systems is truly emergent in the SOC sense. However,
studies finding postural alphas close to one typically last for thirty minutes, which tends
to introduce additional factors that could well be responsible for pinking the signal.
Indeed, Kinsella-Shaw, Harrison, Colon-Semenza, and Turvey (2006) found alphas
closer to 1.5 for trials shorter than a minute and Duarte and Sternad (2008) found that
9

For sway frequencies below 0.1Hz, the COP and the horizontal location of COM have been reported

to be similar (Duarte & Zatsiorsky, 2000; Winter, 1995).
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reducing the size of time windows in DFA analysis significantly shifts alpha upwards. It
may then turn out that aritficially generated data is not so far from human data. Now
SOC would be required to produce authentically biological behavior, that is,
coordinative patterns or modes–synergies (Kelso, 2009; Profeta & Turvey, 2018; Turvey,
2004)–that can be assembled on the fly, thus allowing for versatility (Fultot, 2019;
Fultot et al., 2019; Van Orden & Holden, 2002). If SOC is missing from these artificial
systems, it may be simply a result of lack of a need for versatility given the evolutionary
constraints applied in this case. Future work adding supra-postural tasks could test this
directly, for example, by including environments with dynamically changing constraints.
The next, study is a step in that direction. Indeed, it is about perturbing the system.

Study 2: Perturbations
In the field of postural control, perturbation studies are often carried to assess the
coordinative patterns underlying quiet standing as well as supra-postural tasks
(Nashner & McCollum, 1985). Three main kinds of perturbations are used empirically:
visual, tactile and mechanical (Bardy, Oullier, Lagarde, & Stoffregen, 2007). Since our
evolved systems only know haptics, visual perturbations are discarded. The following
study assesses the impact of mechanical perturbation and the systems’ responses.

Study 2.1 Mechanical perturbations
A very large body of literature on mechanical perturbation is available (for a review, see
C.-L. Chen et al., 2014). The traditional paradigm initiated by Lewis Nashner targets a
participant’s base of support, shifting it linearly or rotating it during task execution. A
variety of kinetic, kinematic, bio-mechanical and sensory parameters are then recorded
(Allum & Honegger, 1998; Carpenter, Thorstensson, & Cresswell, 2005; Diener,
Dichgans, Bootz, & Bacher, 1984; Horak, Henry, & Shumway-Cook, 1997; McIlroy &
Maki, 1994; Nashner, 1976; Nashner & McCollum, 1985). Usually a platform is
designed with a servomotor in order to apply an almost constant sudden speed
translating the feet forwards or backwards. The inertial properties of the human body
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entail that muscles, tendons and ligaments get unexpectedly stretched, thus triggering
reactive responses in different patterns across the muscles.
Barring rotational perturbations, which make no sense for our system since it rests on a
single point, the linear shifting paradigm is easy to implement in simulation. The goal
of these studies is to look for patterns of complexity in the agents’ response to the
perturbations. If the periodicities found in Study 1 are due to rote preprogrammed
quasi-harmonic oscillation, then moving platform-like perturbation should be
catastrophic. If the systems manage to maintain balance, however, then one can look
into the trajectories of different parameters in order to understand how the
perturbation was dealt with, and how it was integrated into the steady-state dynamics.
The main hypothesis is that, indeed, the agents will be capable of coping with the
perturbations and carry on with their postural task. Furthermore, two additional
questions will be addressed.
First, what is the effect of the perturbation on the timing of spring contractions? This
is inspired by research done in humans where onset latency of muscle activation is
measured (C.-L. Chen et al., 2014). However, the notion of "muscle activation" makes
no sense in these tensegrity systems since springs are seldom quiet for prolonged periods
of time. This is where the advantage of deterministic simulation kicks in. Rather than
look for muscle activation patterns, averaging and then running inferential statistical
testing, one can run the exact same simulation with and without the perturbation and
then compare the divergence in the trajectories of the same parameters after the onset.
The more interesting question then is the following: How much of the perturbation is
responded to actively by RNN intervention, and how much is "absorbed" by the passive
dynamics of the tensegrity system.
This question is directly related to the concept of preflex. Preflexes are 0-lag patterns of
mechanical tissue reaction that are adaptive in the face of small, local and manageable
perturbations (Brown & Loeb, 2000; Cham, Bailey, & Cutkosky, 2000; Dickinson et al.,
2000; Ostry & Feldman, 2003; Turvey, 2007; Wallot & Van Orden, 2012). Because they
introduce order "for free", preflexes are one of the main assets of the tensegrity approach
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in motor coordination. The four agents in this study where evolved under random
external force fluctuations at the level of the tips of the rods. The main hypothesis is
that this evolutionary regime should have promoted the exploitation of preflexes by the
system, and that such a skill can be transferred without further evolution to the task of
coping with platform movement perturbation.
The second question raised by mechanical perturbations is what goes on at the level of
the artificial nervous system in terms of DoF recruitment? Here we build on the classic
study by Kelso, Tuller, Vatikiotis-Bateson, and Fowler (1984), in which perturbations to
movements of the jaw during speech were compensated for by the recruitment of
remotely linked elements. At issue is what happens right after the onset of perturbation
in terms of decoupling and re-coupling of variables that were transiently linked in order
to perform a given phase of the postural dynamics? If a given transient pattern of
couplings is a synergy, then in order to account for perturbations to the steady stable
state of the synergy, the latter may need to be de-stabilized. However, a well-tuned
synergy need not be destabilized or "weakened" since the tuning (via evolution, not
learning in the present case) consists precisely in its capability to cope with
perturbations while maintaining performance (Latash, 2010; Mattos, Latash, Park,
Kuhl, & Scholz, 2011). Therefore, analysis of dimensionality should reveal little or no
gain in DoFs right after the perturbation phase. Again, simulation allows for the direct
comparison between two identical trajectories that diverge because of the induced
perturbation.
Procedure. The study was carried out individually for each agent so as to find a
common ground to gauge the impact of perturbation. The reason for this concerns the
timing of perturbation onset which could affect each agent differently depending on
their phases at that point. In order to maximize the effect and demand the most
compensatory intervention, perturbations were applied during instances of peak velocity
of the COM position of each agent taken at critical moments. This, indeed,
corresponds to crossings of equilibrium topple points, as we saw in Study 1. Because
velocity is maximal, the system should be maximally engaged in making sure it does
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not lose grip on its behavior, lest it leave the region of reversibility. In other words, the
system’s DoFs should be minimized by the constraining action of the RNN.
In order to apply equal perturbations for all systems, the parameters of velocity and
amplitude of the perturbation had to be chosen. For a study on humans, C.-L. Chen et
al. (2014) used a velocity of 500mm/s and an amplitude of 70mm. Scaling to the size
and weight of the tensegrity plants used in this study, plus a little bit of trial and error
resulted in the choice of a velocity of 5mm/timestep or 1.2m/s and an amplitude of
0.1m which corresponds to a duration of 30 timesteps at constant velocity after which
movement of the platform (hinge) halts and is left unmoved for the rest of the
simulation. The perturbations were applied at the timestep number 7883, 2813, 5393
and 5149 of Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia’s trajectories respectively, corresponding to the
peak COM velocity for each. Perturbations were applied both going to the left and to
the right. However, leftward shifts resulted in failure for three agents (they fell right
away), so all leftward shifts were discarded and the following analyses only apply to
rightward shifts (see video 2). This is probably due to the fact that absolute peak
velocities happened for all systems when the sign of the velocities was negative (going
from the right to the left), and thus leftward shifts probably amplified inertial forces
beyond the region of reversibility.
Thus, at least for the case of right-shifted perturbations, all agents managed to
compensate for it without losing balance, even thought they were not evolved under
conditions of support perturbations. This proves transfer of skills by the RNN through
evolutionary tuning, a feature that can further be exploited as analogous to living
systems in future studies.
Results. Figure 19 shows the superimposed unperturbed (blue) and perturbed
(orange) COM trajectories of all four agents. The unperturbed trajectories are exactly
the same as in Study 1. As can be observed, after onset of the perturbation all four
agents are pushed into a new region. The shift in mean COM corresponds to the shift
of the "platform" (the hinge connecting H rod to the ground). However, not all agents
retained the same dynamics after the perturbation. In particular Claudia transitioned
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to a much tighter limit cycle with a much higher frequency and smaller amplitude. Bob
on the other hand appears to have retained the same frequency yet increased its mean
amplitude. These interesting facts, however, are beyond the scope of the present
dissertation so they shall not be studied further.
Next, we look at the trajectories of the rods’ angles. Figure 20 zooms in on the time
region where the perturbation happens for each agent (100 timesteps before and 100
timesteps after the perturbation). As can be observed, unperturbed and perturbed
trajectories overlap before the perturbation and diverge systematically afterwards.
Interesting aspects to notice are the following:
• a)Reversals or sign changes. Comparing, for instance, the unperturbed (orange)
and the perturbed (violet) trajectories of U nH (the angle of the unhinged rod
with respect to the horizontal) we see in the case of Mike and Claudia, changes in
the opposite direction and in sign.
• b) Amplitude gains. Most trajectories seem to increase their amplitude, in
particular that of θu . This seems to correspond to the inertial moment effect of
the translational shift generating a positive torque about the hinge on the entire
tensegrity. So, the inertial forces are expected to dominate transiently
immediately after the offset of the perturbation, with compensatory movements
following with a certain latency.
• c) New state. The perturbation lasts for 30 timesteps and then the support stops
moving. This generates inertial forces and torques in the other direction. However,
the trajectories show that the systems do not simply go back to the previous state
as if moved back and forth in an equal manner. "0" crossings of trajectories imply
that some phases are on the side opposite to where the system was aiming. These
are probably the most challenging state changes for the systems to deal with.
In Figure 21 we can observe the filtered out RNN output (λs), the force amplitudes
(Force) generated by each spring and the spring lengths (L). For each agent each panel
shows the values for one of the four springs corresponding to the quadrants of the
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upright symmetric cross tensegrity. One must remember that only the RNN output is
fully produced by the RNN, whereas the force amplitudes and distances are a
combination of both the RNN and the mechanics of the environment-plant. Also, the
output of the RNN does not count much unless the λs it sets are larger than the lengths
of the springs, otherwise the springs are slack. Yet slack springs do not necessarily
imply that the RNN output is meaningless. It is one thing to be below threshold and it
is another thing how far below threshold one is. Poisedness consists in being right
below threshold, sometimes surpassing it.
As can be observed by comparing the trajectories of λ with λ pert, they start to diverge
very early after perturbation onset for all springs of all agents

10

. Also, not all springs

react equally to the perturbation. There is a strong asymmetry for all agents about the
horizontal axis, where the two bottom springs diverge relatively little from the
unperturbed trajectories, whereas most of the burden is carried by the top springs.
Perhaps more importantly, when looking at the difference between the unperturbed
(orange) and perturbed (lilac) trajectories of the λs, they do not diverge by a very large
amount. Comparing λ divergence across perturbation to how much the unperturbed
length trajectories diverge from the perturbed ones could give an idea of how much of
the perturbation is being absorbed by the passive dynamics of the tensegrity. In other
words, we are looking at excess spring stretching due to the perturbation and seeing if
the RNN responded to that by increasing equally its λ output. To do this we took the
following steps:
• For each spring, calculate the Euclidean distance (Length Divergence) between
perturbed length and unperturbed length trajectories (100 timesteps long after
onset of perturbation).
• For each spring, calculate the Euclidean distance (λ Divergence) between
perturbed λ and unperturbed λ trajectories (100 timesteps long after onset of
perturbation).
10

Bear in mind the filtering artifact which shifts the perturbation onset to the left because of

symmetric window smoothing.
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• Subtract λ Divergence to Length Divergence
Hypotheses. If the perturbed system is letting changes be absorbed by the dynamics
without resetting its outputs proportionately, then the third step should yield positive
values.
Results. Table 4 shows the differences between length and λ in divergence of
perturbed trajectories from unperturbed trajectories. All values are positive, as
expected. This means that all agents allowed lengths to diverge more than they actively
compensated for after perturbation compared to what would have happened if
everything had continued its steady course. Given that such behavior resulted in
successful maintenance of balance, this can be considered an intentional use of preflexes
by the agents.
The foregoing analyses of trajectory are far from exhaustive given the wealth of
manipulations and data made available by the power of physics simulation. However, it
is enough to support the claim that these RNN cum Tensegrity systems develop
complex forms of perturbation compensation that make use of the interactive dynamics
between nervous system, mechanical plant, and environment. Far from a rote
pre-programmed artificial neural network settling into a rigid harmonic oscillatory
motion, the systems show sophisticated rearrangement of DoFs for the purpose of
balance stabilization with low latency yet freedom in the interactions between controller
and plant for the latter to contribute to task performance (Raibert & Hodgins, 1991).
Next, we turn to the innards of the RNN.
Mechanical perturbations: Neural states during perturbation. Most
researchers in the field of artificial neural networks have traditionally focused their
endeavours on finding structure within the weight or activation space that represents
features of the problem or the external world (Churchland & Sejnowski, 1990; LeCun,
Bengio, & Hinton, 2015; Rumelhart, McClelland, & The PDP Research Group, 1986;
Smolensky, 1988). Here we follow a different approach. Since, on the one hand, it is
rather hard to cast the problem of postural coordination as a problem of classification,
it makes little sense to apply analytical methods that try to find internal
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representations of the structure of the external world. On the other hand, one could
typically search for co-variances between neuronal activity–be they at the level of the
individual neuron or even an entire cluster–and parameters living in action space
(Friston, Daunizeau, Kilner, & Kiebel, 2010; Georgopoulos, Schwartz, & Kettner, 1986;
Graziano, 2008). However, there are important problems with such approaches, ranging
from the ubiquity of correlations between neuronal activity and parameters of behavior
(Buzsáki, 2006; Reimer & Hatsopoulos, 2009) to context-dependent breakdowns in such
assumed mappings (Fultot, 2019; Graziano, 2006).
Recall that the architecture of the RNN for all four agents consists of four hidden
layers, an input layer and an output layer. The first hidden layer is a recurrent layer
whose activity is the same as that of the second layer at the previous time step. The
third layer is another recurrent layer whose activity is a copy of that of the fourth layer
at the previous time step. All hidden layers have 16 units. In other words, the
architecture is 16 recurrent-16 dense-16 recurrent-16 dense, where "dense" is simply a
feed-forward layer where all units in the previous layer connect to all units in it. Since
the recurrent layers are copies of the dense layers, we leave them out of the analysis.
Figure 22 shows the activity of all 32 layer 2 and layer 4 units around the onset of
perturbation (100±) for each agent. Topological resemblance with the activity of the
output units and–indirectly–the trajectories of forces is immediately apparent. As
mentioned in the previous paragraph, research would look for correlations among all the
signals, with the goal to find singular neurons coding for, say, angular jerk, or maybe
even τ . However, we already warned against such an analysis.
The following will instead focus on the idea that the RNN realizes a synergy, viz, a
system of elements constrained to work together so as to stabilize a given performance
parameter (Kelso, 2009; Latash, 2008; Turvey, 2007). Without going into deep details,
an analysis of global dimensionality can shed significant light on the complexity
underlying the interactions among so many elements (64 in the case of the hidden
units). At issue is whether the system’s dimensionality is changed as a consequence of
perturbations on its steady state, and whether the different kinds of systems obtained
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by lightly constrained evolution will show different changes in dimensionality or not.
Synergies are soft constrainors, if such a neologism is allowed; they enforce emergent
constraints on the fly. As such, what is, a priori, a system with 64 DoFs, like the hidden
units in our tensegrity agents, can be reduced to far fewer through couplings that
eliminate–transiently (Latash, 2008)–the effective DoFs. During steady state behavior,
the effective DoFs can be minimal. However, perturbations can "bring out", so to speak,
latent DoFs, thereby increasing the dimensionality. Or they may not.
Classically, a conceptual distinction between kinds of perturbations was introduced by
Schmidt (1982). According to this distinction, some perturbations, such as small
unintended direction changes, can be handled online by the system through sensory
feedback even if movement is quick. Other perturbations, for instance, deciding whether
to lift the arm or not, have a much longer latency to counteract. Moreover, they require
a whole new approach which Schmidt associated with the computational process of
loading a new program, in this case a motor program (Schmidt, 1982). It has been a
long time since Schimdt’s direct associations between motor and computational
processes, but the fundamental ideas have not changed that much after all (Clark,
2015). We still assign different synergies to different entire behavioral modes (e.g.,
walking vs swimming, etc.) and we consider intra-synergy variability within a restricted
space and dimensionality to reflect the workings of the synergy. But variability that
extends into higher dimensions is taken to be a sign of another synergy being assembled
following the principle of near-decomposability (Simon, 1969).
The problem is that the boundaries demarcating synergies are somewhat arbitrary. In
particular, notions of hierarchical nesting (Simon, 1962) should be seen with suspicion
by ecological researchers. When the variability of a synergy leaks into additional
dimensions, this should not be systematically interpreted as a larger encompassing
process being called upon along a vertical structure. Nor should it necessarily be
interpreted as one synergy "borrowing" from another, as it were (Graziano & Aflalo,
2007). Moreover, in interaction dominant systems (Van Orden & Holden, 2002), the
concept of DoF is not discrete either. If every element, even functionally speaking,
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always has at least a modicum of unaccounted for variability, when do we determine
that such an element is, indeed, constrained and no longer contributing as a degree of
freedom?
Procedure. Principal Component Analysis is a method that reflects the arbitrariness
of such decisions quite well. A high dimensional space is linearly reduced to the
dimensions that matter for the purpose, for instance the first dimensions to account for,
say, at least 80% of the total variability of a given data set. However, apart from the
orthogonality of the eigenvectors, nothing else is so clear cut. Perhaps small leakages of
variability into other dimensions, without ever contributing to the required threshold of
80% or whatever, are significant per se. This is not a weakness of PCA but rather a
feature, since it allows for a coexistence of discrete (the sheer number of orthogonal
Principal Components) and continuous (the percentage of variance explained and the
eigenvalues) characterizations of the data. It seems well suited to for the problem
described in this section, to wit, determining limits and continuities of synergies and
synergistic responses to perturbations.
Comparing the unperturbed trajectories of neural activity to the perturbed ones in
Figure 22 immediately makes apparent a change corresponding to the response. The
systems are different and despite having chosen peak velocity as the time for
perturbation, they shouldn’t be expected to respond equally to it. Will the systems
need to reconfigure their entire activity as a response or can they get away with small
compensatory adjustments? Given the nature of the perturbation and its well-known
effects from the human literature, major synergy re-configurations should not be
expected, but will there be at least partial expansion over more dimensionality?
To answer this question standard PCA will not do. A simple glance at the trajectories
makes it obvious why: They are not only non-linear but actually circular on longer time
ranges. Several alternatives exist to linear PCA. Here we decided to use Nonlinear PCA
(NLPCA; Scholz, 2007, 2012; Scholz, Fraunholz, & Selbig, 2008; Scholz & Vigário,
2002). NLPCA does not consist of a direct decomposition of the data into orthogonal
eigenvalues and vectors but instead into nonlinear manifolds. In order to find the latter,
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NLPCA cannot simply solve a co-variance matrix problem like regular PCA.
Unfortunately, the problem can only be solved by a heuristic such as gradient descent,
which is vulnerable to local minima. To do this, NLPCA uses an auto-encoder or
"auto-associative" neural network. An auto-encoder is a neural network that is trained
to produce an output as close to the input as possible. The brilliant aspect lies in the
fact that it must do so under the requirement that the information pass through a
"bottleneck", i.e., a layer that has fewer units than the output and input. Thus, the
successful network can compress the original dimensionality from the size of the input
into the size of the bottleneck, keeping enough information to reconstruct the data into
its full dimensionality as output. The number of units constituting the bottleneck are
therefore the equivalent of the principal components. Moreover, the units can compute
non-linear and even circular functions, which is what allows the approach to project the
dimensions onto entire manifolds that reflect much more accurately the topology of the
data. The downside is that there is no direct equivalent to PCA’s percentage of
variance explained. As an alternative, Scholz proposes associating the reconstructed
variance with each component, which, once normalized by total variance, yields
something akin to percentage of variance explained.
Results. All the following analyses were carried out using Scholz’ Matlab toolbox for
NLPCA (Scholz, 2012). The recurrent layers were left out and the time series of layers 2
and 4 were concatenated to produce two 32-dimensional time series corresponding to
unperturbed and perturbed trajectories post-perturbation. In other words,
dimensionality comparison between the perturbed and unperturbed followups to the
onset timestep of perturbation. NLPCA was performed to squeeze the data through 3
units. The rationale is that if the perturbed system recruited more DoFs at the level of
the RNN, this will be reflected in percentage of reconstructed variance being more
spread along the 3 Principal Components and more concentrated on the first one in the
unperturbed case. Since, as mentioned, NLPCA relies on randomly initiated weights
and local-minimum-prone gradient descent, we repeated the analysis 15 times for each
agent to make sure the statistics have enough power. Each one of the 15
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gradient-descent passes went on for 1000 iterations for each of the 4 agents

11

(see

Figure 23 for an example of a fitted surface).
Table 5 and Figure 24 show the results of the NLPCA Analysis. The results for each of
the three trials per agent were consistent and are summarized in the means. All agents
except for Bob have spread at least a modicum of variability over the second and third
PCs. A mixed linear model analysis on the interaction between PCA levels and
perturbation condition found a significant effect on the log-percent reconstructed
variance when compared to the model without the perturbation factor
(χ21 = 19.313, p < 0.001).
Discussion. The reason Bob did not follow the same pattern as the rest could be
that he was already spreading variability over those extra dimensions in the first place
(unperturbed condition), although a more thorough exploration of the kinematic details
is needed to understand better what was going on. Regarding the other three, this kind
of dimensional spreading response supports the aforementioned concern about the
arbitrariness of synergy boundaries. The usual practice with PCA would be to discard
the PCs with percent variance as low as 2% or 1%. In the present case, however, those
small percentages are informative.
A similar point has been raised in the related field of spinal Central Pattern Generators
by Harris-Warrick and his collaborators (Harris-Warrick, 2011). CPGs show what is
called "metaplasticity", i.e., synaptic "short-term activity dependent dynamics that alter
the strength of neuronal interactions" (Kvarta, Harris-Warrick, & Johnson, 2012, p.
2846). In their case, individual neurons get recruited on an ongoing basis by being
activated spontaneously as needed, for instance when locomotion speed increases in
certain animals. The recruitment is done by neuromodulators and is mediated by
synaptic changes. Our RNNs have no synaptic changes, neuromodulation nor individual
neurons being recruited. Rather, context-dependent activity itself modulates the direct
coupling between units without altering their synaptic weights. The recruitment
11

3 Principal components and 1000 iterations are the default and recommended parameters in the

toolbox.
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happens at a more abstract level. There is probably a threshold where instead of
leaking variability into other PCs, the system reassembles a synergy anew for the task
at hand, but our agents have not been evolved for that. Nonetheless these results are
promising vis-a-vis some future work.
In summary, the mechanical perturbation study revealed that the evolved agents are
capable of coping with perturbations in a way that is analogous to that taking place in
humans. We also saw that dynamical asymmetries can make the systems fail when the
platform shifts in the other direction. An important part of the response to the
perturbation is offloaded to the passive mechanical preflex capabilities of the tensegrity
plant, which shows the RNNs are actually capable of exploiting such resources. Finally,
a look into the internal dynamics of individual RNN neural units and the dimensionality
of their space taken more abstractly, i.e., as eigenspace, revealed that synergistic
compensatory adjustments can go beyond internal variability and that the task can be
opened, albeit in a very small measure, to additional dimensions in eigenspace.
Study 2.2 Sensory degradation & infirmity: Assessment of impact. Whereas
transient external mechanical influences on behavior are readily considered as
perturbations, chronic sensory degradation and infirmity are more associated with a
condition. Nevertheless, this second part of study 2 treats sensory degradation and
infirmity as a kind of perturbation for the purpose of studying the evolved system’s
response to adverse conditions that might be comparable to those present in humans
and for evaluating the potential for functional recovery through re-education or
training. Many conditions affect motor functions in some humans. In the elderly, in
particular, all afferent modalities tend to suffer a natural decline, but so does efferent
function. Here we will focus on haptic degradation on the afferent side and muscle
weakness on the efferent side.
More than haptic degradation, muscular weakness has been suspected of being a main
factor responsible for postural failure in the elderly and has been researched accordingly
for decades (for a review see Horak, Shupert, & Mirka, 1989; Moreland, Richardson,
Goldsmith, & Clase, 2004; Shumway-Cook & Woollacott, 2001). At the same time,
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recent results suggest that the elderly rely more on touch than the other sensory
modalities (Wiesmeier, Dalin, & Maurer, 2015). This latter fact motivates an
investigation into the role haptic degradation plays in elderly postural failure. While
muscular weakness has the advantage that it can be readily counteracted by physical
training (Moreland et al., 2004), it is less clear what the effects of re-education on haptic
tuning would be. As stressed by Carello, Silva, Kinsella-Shaw, and Turvey (2008) and
Vaz et al. (2017), postural coordination relies on a global, functional and ecological form
of haptic tuning. In other words, (higher-order) information pick-up is a dynamic
achievement of the hole system by redundant overlapping means. The perception-action
system rearranges itself on the fly in order to obtain the two simultaneous, dual goals of
effecting the intended action and picking up the information for it. Injury, degradation
or any other such kind of insult to the physiological substrate is accommodated by this
redundancy of means also highlighted decades ago by Egon Brunswik (Brunswik, 1952).
Therefore, the artificial systems tested in this study are expected to display an equal
diversity in means to pick up information, the main Postulate from Ecology being that
information is out there, is rich and redundant and can be picked up through a variety
of means by the same organism even in less favorable conditions.
Part two of this sub-study will focus on that. In this first part, we will focus on a sheer
assessment of degradation impact on performance.
Procedure. To do so, one needs to choose the parameters and their magnitudes.
According to Horak et al. (1989, p. 732), at least four "components" of peripheral and
central sensory systems can be compromised by aging: 1) the accurate detection of limb
and body position and motion, 2) the adaptive weighting of sensory inputs according to
their relevance to the task at hand, 3) the "construction of internal maps" of postural
stability limits and 4) the integration of sensory information with motor performance.
Component 2 is not available to our tensegrity model. Component 3 is not part of our
present model. Component 4 is abides by computational principles that go counter to
the spirit of the present work. Thus, we will focus on Component 1, the accurate relay
of information from "sensors" to the nervous system. For our purposes, the sensory
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manipulation simply consists in how accurately the values on the RNN’s input units
reflect the physical magnitudes they specify. The most straightforward way to degrade
information in a signal is by adding noise. The input units have values with mean =
zero and standard deviation = 1. Pilot work suggested that a good compromise is
provided by four levels of noise added to each unit at each time step:
• 0 noise
• noise magnitude sampled from a uniform distribution between -0.25 and 0.25
• noise magnitude sampled from a uniform distribution between -0.50 and 0.50
• noise magnitude sampled from a uniform distribution between -0.75 and 0.75
All simulations for all four tensegrity agents were run again under those four different
conditions.
However, our model can also account for muscular weakness. In so doing, the
degradation profile can be made more informative by adding the possibility for
interactions which could reveal the potential contribution of each factor. The easiest
way to add muscular weakness is to add a gain between 0 and 1 to each of the forces
generated by the four springs. A common way to assess muscle force in the elderly is
through hand grip force, which is well-correlated with walking and standing ability
(Van Ancum et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018). For instance, a community survey in
Taiwan found that a group of elderly who had recent falling episodes had a hand grip
strength that was 85% of the strength of the group without falls. Mutatis mutandis, we
will have four levels of force gain:
• 1 gain on strength
• 0.8 gain on strength
• 0.6 gain on strength
• 0.4 gain on strength
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All simulations were run factorially crossing the four noise conditions and the four
weakness conditions for a total of 16 per tensegrity agent. Because conditions with
noise > 0 had a random element, every simulation under each condition was repeated
10 times and average durations were used to get a more convergent grasp of the impact
of deterioration.

Results. Figure 25 shows representative trajectories of each condition for each agent.
Almost no one survives the condition where strength is reduced to 40%, with the
interesting exception of Bill, who lasts several times more than the rest. Almost
everybody can cope with high levels of noise at least when strength is not too reduced.
It looks like everyone can deal with a small loss of strength if the input is good. Claudia
can deal with more loss of strength if the input is good whereas Mike Bob don’t care
about input as long as they have strength, given the new patterns that emerge. Video 3
shows a few exemplary cases. Immediately one notices that the y position of the COM s
is lowered compared to normal conditions, which is normal since the top springs do not
have enough force to counteract gravity as well as before. However, this does not
systematically entail failure and the systems manage to settle into a dynamic pattern
nevertheless. There were no constraints of this kind during the evolutionary process to
force the system to develop such behavior. This is purely an emergent phenomenon.
The Figure also shows what seems to be larger sway amplitudes for increasing muscle
weakness, which is in line with phenomena observed with elderly humans (Horak et al.,
1989). But detailed analyses of kinematics is beyond the scope of this sub-study.
Figure 26 and Table 6 summarize duration averages. A clear pattern of interaction
emerges where increased muscle weakness exponentially leads to catastrophe even under
low noise conditions: Almost no effect is apparent for strengths 1 and 0.8, but
performance drops dramatically from 0.6 to 0.4. Mixed linear model analysis on the
effects of weakness, noise and their interaction on duration yields a significant effect of
noise X strength interaction when compared to a model having only strength and noise
as factors (χ21 = 26.956, p < 0.001).
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Discussion. Under high-noise conditions, the effect of muscle strength appears to be
linearized and performance drops steadily as weakness increases. Maximal weakness
seems to be absolutely devastating for performance under all noise conditions, except in
the case of noise level 0.25. The reason for this will be made apparent in the Next,
paragraph. Figure 27 shows the effect of the interaction more clearly: The impact of
weakness becomes more and more linear as noise increases. One possible reason for this
apparent linearization could be that the total durations are actually unbounded. That
is, the number 10000 is an arbitrary imposed limit which, if lifted, could probably let
the simulations run forever. If we had imposed a higher maximal duration of 24000, for
instance, the drop in the bar charts could be linear under all noise conditions and only
the slope would change.
However, even more interesting is to look into the individual differences between agents.
Table 7 and Figure 28 summarize the results. As usual, Claudia pops out as the best
performer under most conditions. Only maximal weakness and maximal noise can bring
her down sooner. The others seem to show a variety of responses. Bob and Mike are
quite similar, even if the quiet standing dynamics we saw in the previous section seemed
to set their profiles apart. But most interesting is Bill. Unlike all the rest, Bill is the
only one who survived on average for almost 10000 time steps under maximal weakness,
albeit only for noise level 0.25, and not for noise level 0. Again, these are means from 10
simulation runs for Bill, so it is not a sampling glitch. For some reason, noise level 0.25
helps Bill cope with maximum weakness instead of hindering him. This is a remarkable
result as it goes against intuitions. Moreover, the fact that noise level 0.5 is again
catastrophic shows that there is something specific about how that particular degree of
information corruption interacts with the system. Bill absolutely cannot handle a noise
level of 0.75 even though the other agents can at least cope with maximal strength
there. It is hard to form an opinion about what is happening, but something about a
frequency and amplitude change induced by the weakness may be opening a small
window for the integrative capabilities of the RNN cum tensegrity plant system to make
use of the extra noise. In a study on humans, (Priplata, Niemi, Harry, Lipsitz, &
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Collins, 2003) found that imperceptible random vibrations applied to the feet of elderly
participants improved balance by enhancing the pressure receptors. It now seems that
conditions analogous to ageing increase the probability of falls in complex ways that
vary across conditions and individuals. The final question to be addressed is whether
things can improve for these artificial agents, despite the degradation and infirmity.
Sensory degradation and infirmity: Re-evolving. Although it may seem
intuitively sound and practical, muscle strengthening for the elderly is not obviously
beneficial to prevent falls. There may be evidence that exercise helps (Gillespie et al.,
2012; Yang et al., 2018). However, as Moreland et al. (2004) reported, the evidence in
favor of muscular exercise as a reducer of fall risk is not conclusive. Moreover, there is a
wide variety of different kinds of exercises and it is not well-established which ones are
effective, nor if those that are effective are so because they strengthen muscle. Indeed,
working out or exercising is a sensorimotor activity, not just motor; changes at the level
of the peripheral nervous system and sensors are likely also taking place, and these
could account for improvements. Perhaps even more problematic is the reported fact
that, in some cases, muscular strengthening routines actually increases the frequency of
muscular injury (Moreland et al., 2004).
The question may be better cast in terms of re-attuning (Vaz et al., 2017). Specialized,
targeted routines are common in young healthy individuals who seek specific
performance or aesthetic results. However, in the case of fall prevention for the elderly,
a more holistic approach, reflecting the global degradation in afferent, efferent and
central aspects of coordination may be required. In terms of the simulated models used
here, one way to address this is by assuming that the effectors (i.e., the springs) as
analogous to muscles, cannot be changed by training. There is no way to simply
produce more force by altering structural or biochemical aspects of the muscle. Instead,
the approach can be to simply let the nervous system re-attune so as to refine its
sensorimotor couplings in order to produce better coordination, not simply more force
or tonus. Similarly, on the efferent side, noise levels can be kept constant; improvement
does not consist in altering the quality of receptors. Instead, the RNN needs to
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re-attune in order to exploit better the redundancies and higher-order patterns in
information which are relatively invariant with respect to local random fluctuations.
Procedure. In other words, the approach chosen here is to keep the degraded systems
as they are and re-apply the same evolutionary algorithm which only alters the weights
in the RNN and nothing else. However, the factorial design had different levels of
degradation. For this reason, we chose a combination of noise and weakness levels that
was proven to be quite deleterious for the agents, yet not maximally so the evolutionary
algorithm could get at least a small chance to find a solution. This also makes sense
with respect to some elderly people who have infirmity too advanced for any re-training.
Thus, we chose to re-evolve all agents from their current weight matrices at noise level
0.6 (i.e., between 0.5 and 0.75) and at weakness level 0.6, right before the catastrophic
0.4. As a reminder, mean durations under these conditions were between 3556 and 1786
timesteps(see table 6), that is nearly 20% of the duration under normal conditions.
Results. After successful re-evolution, the agents underwent simulations once more.
This time the conditions were four: a) noise = 0.5, weakness = 0.6; b) noise = 0.5,
weakness = 0.4; c) noise = 0.75, weakness = 0.6; d) noise = 0.75, weakness = 0.4. We
have omitted the other levels corresponding to easier conditions to reflect the fact that
it is unlikely that the conditions of elderly people would spontaneously improve with
time; they can only worsen in general. All simulations were repeated 10 times to get
better convergence and more statistical power. The mean duration results in Figure 29
show that all conditions improved except noise = 0.75, weakness = 0.6. Mixed linear
modeling shows a significant effect of re-evolving when compared to a null model
(χ21 = 93.70, p < 0.000). Moreover, as can be observed in the graph, the noise variable
appears to modulate the effect of re-evolving. This interaction is indeed significant as
shown by comparing the previous model with one including the interaction
(χ22 = 336.93, p < 0.000).
Discussion and conclusion of Study 2. Figure 30 shows the mean durations per
agent. Mike and in particular Claudia seem to be responsible for the reversal in
performance after retraining for condition noise = 0.75, weakness = 0.6. It is unlikely
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that any profound explanation is behind this quirk. It is more likely a drift effect from
the evolutionary algorithm which exited a local minimum and landed in a poorer one
for a condition that was not part of its constraints. In sum, re-evolving improved the
general performance of the artificial tensegrity agents against significantly degraded
conditions without any peripheral changes to the receptors or effectors of the tensegrity
system. This demonstrates that there is still enough richness, even in such low-quality
information, for the system to re-attune itself and produce proper forces at the proper
time. The corollary for the case of humans is that something like haptic re-training or
re-education should be developed, in support of the fundamental insights on an
Ecological approach to rehabilitation (Carello et al., 2008; Vaz et al., 2017), although
exactly what it would consist of is a question best left for (ecological) physical
therapists.

Conclusion
Ecological psychology has always kept a healthy reluctance to delve too deeply into
neural network models as explanatory components of behavior. Through its
higher-order analysis of energy array structure and order parameter characterization of
organism-environment transactions, theoretical and empirical research has always
progressed in an almost orthogonal fashion to the issues of the brain12 . The prudent
choice to wait for the field of neuroscience to mature and free itself, at least partially,
from the tight grip of the computational Weltanschauung was strategically risky but
probably necessary.
Now, however, both the ecological approach and neuroscience are ripe for fruitful
cooperation. Questions about what "Gibsonian neuroscience" might be about are
starting to emerge (de Wit & Withagen, 2019; Fultot et al., 2019). This is so even as
the past 10 years have seen the strongest push in the direction away from neuroscience
(Carello, Vaz, Blau, & Petrusz, 2012; Turvey & Carello, 2012, To appear). The tension
is real but good. The more vehement the insistence on the achievements of unnerved
12

With the notable exception of Kelso.
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organisms, the more creative the questions asked about nerved organisms. The
inclusion of nervous systems into the ecological explanatory framework needs to be
structured and guided by first principles, just like everything else. There are three main
paths to investigating the role of nervous systems. One is through anatomical research,
such as studies of the role of the spinal cord as a central pattern generator. Another one
is through functional imaging of active brains, mostly human. The third one is through
modeling of artificial neural networks.
The present work has attempted one of the first syntheses between ecological
psychology and artificial neural networks. To be successful, both in terms of results and
criteria pertaining to fidelity to the ecological tradition, the present approach needed
generic theoretical and epistemological constraints. The first one was to keep the model
extremely simple, in order to maximize the significance of findings instead of restricting
their applicability to a singular kind of model, as can happen in studies of functional
neuroimaging on humans. The second was to make sure the model was not about a
nervous system alone, but a nervous system coupled to a (simulated) mechanical system
in a (simulated) real environment. Paradoxically, a fully simulated paradigm can be
more real, in the sense of more concrete, than actual studies on humans such as visual
categorization or verbal reports, which abstracts away the perception and action
elements and leaves only symbolic stimulation and response. The third constraint was
to choose a phenomenon that had been favored by ecological researchers for decades.
This was a triple topic: haptics, postural coordination and tensegrity. Lastly, the model
should bear at least some relevance to real phenomena. In this case, the topics of failure
of balance and falling lend themselves nicely to add social significance to the endeavor.
With these constraints in place, the main question that emerges is: What can artificial
neural network modeling contribute to the field of ecological psychology? In our case
the response was clearly: an instantiated explanation of anticipation (in nerved
systems). Stepp’s foundational work on strong anticipation set up the course for neural
network modeling (Stepp, 2012; Stepp & Turvey, 2008, 2010). The rationale behind his
move from high-level mathematical modeling to a full neural network implementation
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can be understood by going back to Wolfram’s concept of computational irreducibility
(Wolfram, 2002). Adapted here to leave out the computational notions, one can define
epistemic irreducibility as a situation where the best model for a given system is the
system itself. Anything simpler will miss some crucial aspect of its behavior. This is the
hallmark of emergent, impredicative or complex systems (Rosen, 1977, 1991, 1999). In
other words, given a sufficiently high level of complexity, instead of coming up with and
writing down a large system of long differential equations, one might as well put
together an artificial neural network and train it. In the case of anticipation, that is
accomplished with Recurrent Neural Networks.
For this reason, RNN architecture was chosen, along with a tensegrity mechanical plant
and its own non-linearities and complexities, to test the power of simulated artificial
networks to reproduce and model dynamic patterns of perception-action. The main
question then was: Can such a system be generated so that it is capable of achieving
postural balance in an anticipatory and adaptive way? The answer to this was "yes". In
the first study, after evolving four such systems, we showed that they were capable of
maintaining balance in an unstable field characterized by a problem similar to that of
the inverted pendulum. An interesting question is whether using a learning algorithm
would have been more efficient and/or plausible than an evolutionary algorithm. There
is currently a growing research interest in this general subject (Such et al., 2017). For
our particular purposes the evolutionary algorithm presented advantages in terms of
ease of implementation and its less constrained search mechanism. Indeed, given the
large number of free parameters to optimize, a back-propagation-based approach such
as reinforcement learning for RNNs was prone to getting trapped in local optima,
whereas the evolutionary approach implemented here increased the space of explored
solutions thanks to the inclusion of mutations.
The Next, question was: What kind of dynamic patterns does the system engage in and
what similarity can be established with humans? To answer this, we ran traditional
analyses such as relative phase and fractal tests. We saw that patterns of coordination
Indeed, adopted the well-known anti-phase mode. Moreover, the four different evolved
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systems adopted slightly different versions of it. Some settled into more regular
limit-cycle like patterns whereas others showed stronger a-periodicities. The different
"strategies" adopted by these systems also seemed to recapitulate strategies found in the
literature on humans. However, the results from fractal tests did not match the strong
pink noise tendencies of human postural signals such as COP stabilograms. This, as we
saw, may be due to lack of constraints pushing the systems towards SOC during
evolution. When the task is only one, there is no reason to abandon entirely a given
attractor, or oscillatory frequency.
Finally, with respect to anticipation, we set out to compare the behavior of the evolved
agents with that of humans during hand-pole balancing tasks. The main goal here was
to look for an indication that the evolved agents were tuning to anticipatory information
of the τ kind. We saw that several researchers had postulated the existence of a "haptic"
τ for posture and empirical results seemed to indicate that such a variable does Indeed,
exist: time-to-topple or time-to-balance. Analysis of COM time-to-balance revealed a
very strong tendency to stabilize and linearize precisely time-to-balance and its time
derivative. The value of the latter–around 1–was also strikingly in line with findings in
the human literature. This suggests very strongly that the processes of anticipatory
perception tuning are so generic that they transcend not only sensory modalities (from
the original visual treatment by Lee, to haptics) but also implementation bases (from
living systems to evolved simulations). It makes sense that, in order to apply the
necessary forces that act at the second order of time on the mechanical system and have
therefore built-in latency, the system needs to "know" in advance when to start applying
them. Pure reactivity will not do. Linearizing τ̇ is a very efficient way to couple
successful anticipatory behavior to perceptual information that specifies a future event.
In the second part of the present work, we tested the robustness and relevance to
human problems, in particular elderly falls. Perturbation was applied following the
standard shifting platform paradigm. Not only was sheer performance very good and
robust, but the underlying dynamics were particularly interesting. When we observed
the actual neural states after the perturbation we found that, compared to the same
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unperturbed trajectory, dimensionality reduction yielded slightly more components.
But not too many. This is in line with classic studies about compensatory adjustments
through recruitment of DoFs. However, these kinds of results invite us to go a step
further in our understanding of the concept of DoF and its recruitment. When one
moves from a simple mapping of DoFs to the actual components of the system (e.g.
neurons or joints) to a more abstract mapping of DoFs to that which is actually varying
in eigenspace, then the idea of discrete units that can be counted is not helpful
anymore. If coupling is gradual, then constraints are. If constraints are gradual then
Degrees of Constraints are. If Degrees of Constraints are gradual then Degrees of
Freedom are gradual too (Turvey, 2007).
Next, we carried out the most concrete study, namely, to assess whether the systems
can regain function through more evolution after degradation at the level of sensory
information and muscular strength. We saw that the answer to this was "yes". The
system can Indeed, regain function even if information stays noisy and muscle stays
weak. However, it is not yet clear how such an artificial form of "re-education" would
map onto anything that elderly humans could apply for themselves. In fact, this issue
brings us to a more general assessment of problems faced by the present work.
We already mentioned the issue about the lack of fractality in the trajectories of the
COM. As we had mentioned, several authors saw artificial neural networks solutions to
balance problems as biologically implausible because of their systematic development of
a rote limit cycle solution. We feared this would be a problem and when the trajectories
showed deviation from periodicity it seemed like a nice vindication and relief. However,
the deviation from periodicity was not so large after all, as revealed by DFA alpha
exponents of almost 2. Is this a sign of too much artificiality about this system? And if
so can it invalidate the findings as being relevant for real systems? We already gave an
answer to this in the form of a promise that adding a supra-postural task, or transitions,
say from quiet standing to walking could bring about SOC. This promissory note
remains to be cashed. Perhaps a better answer is that, as we mentioned before, this
artificial model should be seen actually like a (not so) sophisticated version of a large
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system of mathematical differential equations being solved numerically through some
highly complicated forward-Euler simulation. As a corollary, if this system is invalidated
for being "too artificial" then so are the order parameter-based dynamical models. Thus,
one is encouraged to believe in the explanatory power of these simulations.
Another issue related to the artificiality objection has to do with the model itself. The
cross-tensegrity is not only planar, but also very different from an actual body plant
from several points of view. Yet this is not even the main problem. The main problem
is where to go from such a system. It is so generic that millions of research routes are
available next. Suppose one wanted to add a supra-postural task. Choosing one out of
the very many possibilities would be a problem in itself. More importantly, what kind
of development path could lead from the present model to a more complex version that
actually has constraints concretely similar to those of living systems? As far as we
know, no living system evolved from planar cross tensegrities into what they are at
present. Thus, any path that tried to move in that direction would be somewhat forced,
and could introduce new problems or faced insurmountable hurdles. Thus, it may be
that the model is too generic after all.
Indeed, there are other models out there that reproduce the bio-mechanics of the
human musculo-skeletal system. Thus, an obvious question is: What does this add to
it? The main answer is: versatility. One can change the current model as much as
needed to investigate different constraints, environmental conditions, etc. Whereas the
state-of-the-art bio-mechanical models are not designed to, say, simulate an individual
in her transition from running to walking. But more importantly bio-mechanical models
are largely restricted to humans. Although this dissertation focused on parallelisms
with humans to test postural coordination, there is no reason to so restrict the scope of
simulated modeling. As stated above, tensegrity design can hold the key to bridge the
gap between unnerved and nerved systems, as it underlies the basic structure of cells
that constitute living systems. Moreover, tensegrity itself may be too rigid a paradigm
for biological organization. It has been suggested lately that elastegrity, could be a more
adequate paradigm (Pavlides & Pearce, 2014). Elastegrity shares properties with
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tensegrity but releases important constraints, for instance by allowing more freedom for
deformation beyond fixed nodes,
To conclude, we can add a few remarks about Gibson’s original insight on direct
perception and higher-order invariants. There is always a thorny question surrounding
the successful τ paradigm. How does the system get to τ from all the elementary
magnitudes that compose it? And how does it differentiate τ into τ̇ . Isn’t that
performing some kind of calculation and therefore computation after all? In our own
case, we saw that the system seems to be stabilizing and linearizing τ with respect to
COM . Now, COM is nowhere available in the information received directly from the
haptic sensors, which are all about spring lengths and their velocities. Is the system not
computing COM ?
This is a thorny question indeed and it makes it appear that Gibson’s system will have
to surrender to pointillism after all. If all that comes through the senses are primitive
magnitudes, certainly the system needs to construct the higher-order magnitudes.
However, one can only fall prey to this argument if one accepts the premises. The first
dubious premise is about the presumed "primitiveness" of the "elementary" magnitudes
present in the sensory system. No one seems to be too bothered by the fact that type Ia
sensory fibers carry information about velocity. Yet velocity should not be considered a
primitive variable; after all, it required derivation from the "actual" primitive that is
position (or length). Why wouldn’t one so readily conclude that type Ia fibers are not
simple receptors but actually computers? That is because nothing in the mechanism of
type Ia activation is tokening symbols and copying and writing as in a Turing Machine
(Fultot, 2014, 2019). One would rather say, and it wouldn’t be vague hand waving, that
the type Ia system is tuned to the rate of change of muscle length. Similarly, the RNN
system is tuned to the different time derivatives that constitute τ̇ .
What about the extraction of COM from length? This question too hides another
premise, that of extraction. Nowhere in the RNN dynamics is there anything like an
explicit instantiation of the actual magnitude of the COM . Why, then, would anyone
assume that the value is being extracted? Rather, the weights generate couplings
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between the units that make the whole system detect not individual primitive
elementary magnitudes, but already a higher-order invariant. Just like in the case of
DoFs being better accounted for in eigenspace–given that constraints change the
functional topology of the structural space–similarly, once one takes into account the
couplings between the units comprising the RNN, then it becomes clear that the system
behaves holistically as a perceptor, and not componentially as an extractor. This was
Gibson’s fundamental insight about detection of higher-order invariants. Just like those
"primitive", "independent" tokens of information are a myth, and they are all
intertwined in the energy array by natural constraints, so the units comprising the
neural system (but also the so-called "receptors" as in the case of type Ia fibers) are
intertwined and not really independent. It is a fallacy to suppose that information
exists in isolated points, like Leibnizian monads. It is also a fallacy to suppose that
information is extracted as such. Hopefully, the present work contributes to a novel
approach in ecological research on direct perception of complex situations and events.
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TABLES AND FIGURES

Figure 01. Schema of the tensegrity architecture and its stability features. Two rigid rods (red) are joined together by four damped
Hookean springs (blue dashed). The vertical rod is constrained by a hinge at its bottom tip connecting it to the ground. The prestressed
system is unstable and can tip over like an inverted pendulum. Red dashed lines: critical COM angular deviation from the vertical
where the system is considered to have fallen. 𝑙𝑖 : current spring lengths; 𝑙𝑖̇ : current spring length velocity; 𝜆𝑖 : resting lengths;
𝜃𝑢 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜃̇𝑢 : angle and angular velocity of the unhinged rod with respect to the horizontal; 𝜃ℎ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜃̇ℎ : angle and angular velocity of the
hinged rod with respect to the vertical; 𝜃𝑢𝐶𝑂𝑀 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜃̇𝑢𝐶𝑂𝑀 : angle and angular velocity of the unhinged rod’s COM with respect to the
vertical; Green dot: Global COM; Blue dot: unhinged rod’s COM.
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Figure 02. Schema of tensegrity-RNN coupling. The RNN takes as input the standardized values of the springs 𝑙𝑖 and 𝑙𝑖̇ and the rods’
angles. The input is multiplied by a weight matrix, summed and squashed by a hyperbolic tangent function. In addition, recurrent
values feed into the 16 recurrent units. This last step is repeated a second time in another recurrent layer. Finally a four unit output is
produced with a sigmoid activation function and their values used to directly set the tensegrity’s resting lengths.
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Figure 03. Time series of 4 simulations with constant Minimum Lengths from 4 different initial conditions corresponding to 4
different COM positions and local orientations angles of the unhinged rod wrt the horizontal axis. Blue: X = 0.1 ; 𝜃 = 0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑.
Orange: X = 0.1 ; 𝜃 = −0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑. Green: X = -0.1 ; 𝜃 = 0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑. Red: X = 0.1 ; 𝜃 = −0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑.

Figure 04. Time series of 4 simulations with random Minimum Lengths from 4 different initial conditions corresponding to 4 different
COM positions and local orientations angles of the unhinged rod wrt the horizontal axis. Blue: X = 0.1 ; 𝜃 = 0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑. Orange: X =
0.1 ; 𝜃 = −0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑. Green: X = -0.1 ; 𝜃 = 0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑. Red: X = 0.1 ; 𝜃 = −0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑.

Figure 05. Time series of 4 x 50 simulations with Minimum Lengths set by 50 untrained RNNs from 4 different initial conditions
corresponding to 4 different COM positions and local orientations angles of the unhinged rod wrt the horizontal axis. Blue: X = 0.1 ;
𝜃 = 0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑. Orange: X = 0.1 ; 𝜃 = −0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑. Green: X = -0.1 ; 𝜃 = 0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑. Red: X = 0.1 ; 𝜃 = −0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑.
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Figure 06. Representative time series of 4 simulations with Minimum Lengths set by one of the evolved RNNs from 4 different initial
conditions corresponding to 4 different COM positions and local orientations angles of the unhinged rod (UnH) wrt the horizontal
axis. Blue: X = 0.1 ; 𝜃 = 0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑. Orange: X = 0.1 ; 𝜃 = −0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑. Green: X = -0.1 ; 𝜃 = 0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑. Red: X = 0.1 ; 𝜃 = −0.2 𝑟𝑎𝑑.

Figure 07. Raw trajectories of the X position of the global COM over 10000 timesteps. From top to bottom: Bill, Bob, Mike and
Claudia. Blue: COM X trajectories; Orange dashed: origin line where x = 0.
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Figure 08. Power spectrums of X positions of COM trajectories over 10000 timesteps. From left to right: Bill, Bob, Mile and Claudia.
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Figure 09. Unscaled phase planes of the 𝑋 position of COM trajectories against 𝑋̇. From left to right: Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia.
The data was filtered using a Savitzky-Golay filter.
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Figure 10. Example of a segment of Bill’s angular rod trajectories showing “jiggiling”. Jiggling is shown between dashed red vertical
lines and it happens at the level of the hinged rod’s angle wrt the vertical (first row), the unhinged rod’s angle wrt the horizontal
(second row), the angle of the unhinged rod’s center of mass wrt the vertical (third row) and the x position of the COM.

Figure 11. Raw trajectories of all three angles of the two rods over 10000 timesteps. Blue: angle of the hinged rod (H) wrt the vertical
axis about the pivot point. Orange: local orientation angle of the unhinged rod (UnH) wrt to the horizontal axis about its COM. Green:
angle of UnH’s COM wrt the vertical axis about the pivot point.
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Figure 12. Normalized trajectories of all three angles of the two rods over 10000 timesteps. Blue: angle of the hinged rod (H) wrt the
vertical axis about the pivot point. Orange: local orientation angle of the unhinged rod (UnH) wrt to the horizontal axis about its COM.
Green: angle of UnH’s COM (Ucom) wrt the vertical axis about the pivot point.
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Figure 13. Normalized trajectories of all three angles of the two rods plotted against each other. Columns from left to right: Bill, Bob,
Mike, Claudia. Rows from top to bottom: UnH vs H; UnH vs Ucom; Ucom vs H.
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Figure 14. Relative phase trajectories of all four agents for all three angles. Green: relative phase between 𝜃𝑢𝐶𝑂𝑀 and 𝜃ℎ . Blue: relative
phase between 𝜃ℎ and 𝜃𝑢 . Magenta: relative phase between 𝜃𝑢 and 𝜃𝑢𝐶𝑂𝑀 .
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Figure 15. Superposed trajectories from representative segments of minimum lengths, forces and distances contrasted with COM X
and 𝐶𝑂𝑀 𝑋̇ global positions of all four agents. From top to bottom every five subplots correspond to Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia
respectively. First four subplots per agent: Superposed minimum lengths, forces and distances of top left, top right, bottom left and
bottom right quadrants of the cross tensegrity when represented symmetrically and upright. All trajectories are in normalized units for
comparison. Blue: minimum lengths; Orange: force magnitudes (not vectors, but their norms) generated by each spring; Green: length
of the spring. Fifth subplot per agent: superposed COM X and COM 𝑋̇ trajectories. Blue: COM X; Orange: COM 𝑋̇; green: Origin line
X = 0 to see vertical crossovers. All units are normalized for comparison.

Figure 16. Fractal DFA scaling exponents 𝛼 on log-log (base 10) plots for full simulation COM X trajectories of all agents. Blue: Bill;
Orange: Bob; Green: Mike; Red: Claudia. All four trajectories show a bend towards de long-term regions. This could be due to
intentional transitions from persistence to antipersistence. Or, as Claudia’s curve suggests, they could be artifacts of periodicities.
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Figure 17. Taugramm of representative segments from the timeseries of all four agents. Blue: 𝜏 as time-to-balance or time-to-topple,
̇ . The time-to-balance in seconds was obtained by dividing the
computed from Butterworth filtered (low pass below 1 Hz) 𝐶𝑂𝑀/𝐶𝑂𝑀
timesteps by 240, which is the fps used by Bullet Physics to run the simulations. Orange: x= 0 to compare linearity of 𝜏 around 0.
Green: rescaled COM trajectories to see variability of 𝜏 about 0 crossings.

Figure 18. Taudotgramm of representative segments from the timeseries of all four agents. Blue: 𝜏̇ computed by differentiating the 𝜏s
from Figure 20. Orange: x = 1 to compare linearity of 𝜏̇ around 1. Green: rescaled COM trajectories to see variability of 𝜏̇ about 1
crossings.
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Figure 19. COM trajectories with and without perturbation. From top to bottom: Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia. Blue: unperturbed
original trajectory. Orange: perturbed trajectory. Green dashed: x = 0. Perturbation onset times were:
7883, 2813, 5393 and 5149 for Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia respectively.
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Figure 20. Angular trajectories of rods with and without perturbation. The interval shown for each agent is 100 timesteps before and
after onset of perturbation. From top to bottom: Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia. Blue dashed vertical: perturbation onset. Orange and
brown: unperturbed and perturbed angle of hinged rod wrt vertical. Green and lilac: unperturbed and perturbed angle of the unhinged
rod wrt the horizontal. Red and pink: unperturbed and perturbed angle of the hinged rod’s COM wrt to the vertical. Notice the lack of
overlap a few timesteps before onset of perturbation due to backwards filter smoothing.
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Figure 21. Perturbed and unperturbed trajectories of 𝜆, force and length 100 timesteps around onset of perturbation. From top to
bottom: Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia. All four springs are represented in the same order they occupy when the tensegrity is fully
symmetric standing vertically. Orange and lilac: unperturbed and perturbed 𝜆. Green and brown: unperturbed and perturbed forces.
Red and pink: unperturbed and perturbed lengths. The lack of perfect overlap right before the onset of perturbation is due to filter
smoothing.

Figure 22. Unperturbed versus perturbed trajectories of RNNs layers 2 and 4 100 timesteps around the onset of perturbation. From top
to bottom: Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia respectively. Odd rows: unperturbed trajectories; even rows: perturbed trajectories. Left: layer
2; right: Layer 4. Dashed vertical line: onset of perturbation. Notice again the lack of perfect overlap a few time steps before
perturbation due to filter smoothing. Every box has 16 trajectories corresponding to all 16 neural units.
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Figure 23. Example of visual projection from 32 dimensions to 3 generated by Martin Scholtz’s Matlab NLPCA toolbox.

Figure 24. Results of NLPCA on the 100 timesteps immediately following the time of perturbation onset for unperturbed and
perturbed trajectories. PC1, PC2 and PC3 correspond to the number of neural units in the network’s bottleneck layer. Each percentage
value corresponds to the mean of 15 repetitions of the algorithm to reach convergence. Blue: unperturbed trajectory; Red: perturbed
trajectory. From left to right: Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia.
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Figure 25. Example of simulations run under the different noise and strength conditions. The four top left panels are Bill’s the four top
right panels are Mike’s. The four bottom left panels are Bob’s. The four bottom right panels are Claudia’s. Rows 1 and 5: noise = 0.
Rows 2 and 6: noise = 0.25. Rows 3 and 7: noise = 0.5. Rows 4 and 8: noise = 0.75. Blue: strength gain level = 1; Yellow: strength
gain level = 0.8; Green: strength gain level = 0.6; Red: strength gain level = 0.4.

Figure 26. Average durations of all four agents under all four degrading conditions. Panels from left to right: noise levels 0, 0.25, 0.5
and 0.75 respectively. Bars within panels from left to right: strength gain levels 1, 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4 respectively.
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Figure 27. Interaction between noise and strength. Each curve shows the effect of strength on mean durations for a given noise level.
Blue: noise level 0; Yellow: noise level 0.25; Green: noise level 0.5; Red: noise level 0.75.
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Figure 28. Mean duration per conditions and per agent. Rows from top to bottom: Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia. Columns from left to
right: noise level 0, noise level 0.25, noise level 0.5, noise level 0.75. Bars within panel from left to right: strength level 1; strength
level 0.8; strength level 0.6; strength level 0.4.
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Figure 29. Mean durations for untrained and retrained RNNs per noise level and strength level. Left panel: noise level 0.5. Right
panel: noise level 0.75. Bars within panel: first two bars: strength level 0.6; second two: strength level 0.4. Blue: untrained network.
Orange: retrained network.
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Figure 30. Mean durations for untrained and retrained RNNs per agent, noise level and strength level. Rows from top to bottom: Bill,
Bob, Mike and Claudia. Left panel: noise level 0.5. Right panel: noise level 0.75. Bars within panel: first two bars: strength level 0.6;
second two: strength level 0.4. Blue: untrained network. Orange: retrained network.

Table 1. Statistics of the X position of the COM for Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia from top to bottom respectively. Red: average
position; blue: standard deviation; green: root mean square.

Table 2. Circular statistics of relative phases (in radians) of the rods for Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia (light, less light, dark, darker
respectively). First three rows: averages; second three rows: averages taken in their closest circular position with respect to 𝜋 and 2𝜋
to better see in phase and antiphase patterns. Last three rows: standard deviations. Yellow: Relative phase between the 𝜃𝑢𝐶𝑂𝑀 and 𝜃ℎ .
Blue: Relative phase between 𝜃ℎ and 𝜃𝑢 . Green: Relative phase between 𝜃𝑢 and 𝜃𝑢𝐶𝑂𝑀 .
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Table 3. Cross correlation coefficients R and Delays in timesteps between pairs of rods angular values. Yellow: Relative phase
between the 𝜃𝑢𝐶𝑂𝑀 and 𝜃ℎ . Blue: Relative phase between 𝜃ℎ and 𝜃𝑢 . Green: Relative phase between 𝜃𝑢 and 𝜃𝑢𝐶𝑂𝑀 .

Table 4. Difference between length and resting length in divergence of perturbed trajectories from unperturbed trajectories. Red: Bill;
Blue: Bob; Yellow: Mike; Green: Claudia. Springs as positioned when the tensegrity is fully cross symmetric and vertical: Top Left
(light); Top Right (less light); Bottom Left (dark); Bottom Right (darker).
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Table 5. mean Percentage of reconstructed variance by NLPCA per perturbed or unperturbed case. Light grey rows: unperturbed
condition; dark grey rows: perturbed conditions. Light pink rows: averages; dark pink rows: standard deviations. From top to bottom:
Bill, Bob, Mike and Claudia.

Table 6. Mean average durations per noise and strength conditions. Blue: noise=0; Red: noise = 0.25; Yellow: noise = 0.5; Green:
noise = 0.75. Light: strength = 1; less light: strength = 0.8; dark: strength = 0.6; darker: strength = 0.4. Margin row and column:
average of the averages for noise and strength conditions respectively.
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Table 7. Mean average durations per agent, noise and strength conditions. Blue: Bill; Red: Bob; Yellow: Mike; Green: Claudia. Light:
strength = 1; less light: strength = 0.8; dark: strength = 0.6; darker: strength = 0.4. Top to bottom groups of 4 rows: noise level = 0,
0.25, 0.75 and 0.75 respectively.

